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TUMMARY
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and an appendix. Each chapter has its own introduction, 
references and notation.
In chapter One a new proof of a theorem of Ruelle about 
real Perron-Frobenius type operators is given. t This 
theorem is then extended to complex Perron-Frobenius type operators in analogy with Wielandt's theorem for 
matrices. Finally two questions raised by Ruelle and 
Bowen concerning analyticity properties of seta functions for flows are answered.
In Chapter Two we improve a result of Ruello on the 
domain of analyticity of the zeta function for an Axiom A flow. The method used requires results on complex 
Perron-Frobenius operators derived in the first chapter. 
These results are reproduced with alternative proofs. Finally, asymptotic estimates for numbers of closed orbits are deduced by analogy with the prime number theorem.
This extends a result of Margulis.
In the first section of Chapter Three we give a 
relationship between periodic points and certain equilibrium states for subshifto of finite type. We next study geodesic flows on surfaces of constant negative 
curvature. We compare the zeta functions of a geodesic 
flow and a certain suspension flow. These results are then used to recover asymptotic estimates by Margulis and 
Bowen on the distribution of closed geodesics. Finally 
new results are given in two special cases.
The Appendix is an outline of Bowen's symbolic dynamics for Axiom A flows. This material is purely expository
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When I have fears that I «ay cease to be 
Before *y pen has glean'd ny teewing brain, 
Before high-piled books, in charactery,
Hold like rich gamers the full ripen'd grain
- then on the shore
Of the wide world I stand alone, and think 
Till love and faae to nothingness do sink
John Keats
A COMPLEX RUELLE-PERRON-FROBENIUS THEOREM
AND TWO COUNTEREXAMPLES
Mark Pollicott
The operator we shall be studying has its origins 
in statistical mechanics. In this context it is only nec­
essary to consider its action on the space of real-valued 
functions (or interactions) of exponentially decreasing 
variation F0. Ruelle showed that the spectrum of 
(f € F.) satisfies a Perron-Frobenius type theorem (Theorem
1) [15]. Subsequently other proofs of this, and other related 
results, have been developed [20], [4], ([17] p. 83). In 
Section 1, we present a new proof of the existence of a 
maximal eigenvalue for
One major application of Ruelle's theorem is the 
construction of meromorphic extensions for certain generalised 
zeta functions [16].
It is the purpose of this paper to present a general­
isation of this theorem to describe the spectrum of for 
complex functions of exponentially decreasing variation (Theorem
2) . This subsumes a complex version of the Perron-Frobenius 
theorem for matrices due to Wielandt (Proposition 1) . This 
new spectral theorem provides a more natural setting for the 
ingenious techniques developed by Ruelle ([17] pp. 93-95), and 
enables us to produce extension results for zeta functions 
(Theorem 3) subsuming those due to Ruelle [16] and Parry and 
the author ([12], Theorem 1).
:F„
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In the last two sections we give examples which 
answer negatively questions raised by Ruelle ([17] p. 173) 
and Bowen ([1] p. 31) (During the writing of this paper the 
author discovered that the example in Section 4 was known to 
Ruelle [18].)
*This paper is an offshoot of the joint work of Parry 
and the author concerning asymptotic estimates for the number 
of closed orbits for Axiom A flows [12], Parry has since 
derived other interesting estimates as a result 
of applying ideas from analytic number theory to the study 
of Axiom A flows [11].
1 wish to express my gratitude to the S.E.R.C. for 
their financial support.
I am deeply indebted to Professor William Parry for 
his help and encouragement throughout the course of this 
work.
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§1. THE RUELLE OPERATOR THEOREM
Let A be an aperiodic zero-one matrix of rank k 
and define
= {x € II { 1 • • • |k} | A (xn f  ^) — 1 } •
0
The space E* is compact and zero dimensional with respect 
to the topology with basis consisting of sets of the form 
{x € = z^, 0 < i < n-1>.
The (one-sided) shift of finite type o: ■* is
the continuous map given by (ox)n = xn+ .^ Since A is 
aperiodic o is (topologically) mixing.
If fsE^ + K  is continuous, the pressure is defined 
by
li is o-invariant) .P(f) * sup (h^(o) + j f dp
This supremum is always attained and the measures for which 
P(f) ■ h^(o) ♦ | f dp are called equilibrium states ([21],
p. 224)
Define varRf - sup{|f(x) - f(y)| x^ *> y^, 0 < i < n-1}
then for 0 < 6 < 1 let
, var f | ^
Hf lle “ 8Up{ —nr I « > °}-
0
In this section our main interest will be in the
real Banach space
F0 = {f € C(Ea) |f|le < “ >
with norm ill flic* ll f  II e >
Given f € T define an operator Fe
£fh(z) = ef(y> h(y).oy=z
We now present a proof of the Ruelie operator theorem 
which does not involve measures. The existence part was 
suggested by techniques employed by Krasnoselskii in [9] for a 
different problem. The rest of the proof is a combination of 
Ruelle ([17] p. 90) and Walters [20].
Theorem 1. (Ruelle).
Let o be a topologically mixing one-sided shift of 
finite type and let f € F0. The operator has exp P(f) 
as a simple eigenvalue (with a positive eigenvector). Further 
more the rest of the spectrum is contained in a disc of 
radius strictly smaller than exp P(f).
Proof.
Let A denote the || || ^ -closed set of con­
tinuous functions gx£* H* with ||g||,.< 1 ®nd
-5-
g (x) < g (y) exp /en Pile
' 1 - e )
whenever x^ = , 0 < i < n-1.
Since
|g(x) g (y)  I
1 -e
A is equicontinuous and therefore || ||^-compact by the Arzela-
Ascoli theorem.
The continuous map Ln JA A given by
Lng = £f (g ♦ 1 /n)/ ||£f (g ♦ 1/n) || m n > 0 has a fixed point 
hR by the Schauder-Tychonoff theorem. If An denotes 
||£f (hn ♦ 1/n) || „ then
A h = £ -(h ♦ 1/n) > (inf h ♦ 1/n)e n n r n n
> 0
- imiand so An > «
£fh - Ah where A “
? If h is a limit point of {hn> then
P fh|| „ > 0.
The eigenfunction h is strictly positive since if
h(x) - 0 for some x then £*h(x) - I efn<y>h(y> - 0
o y-x
(where fn (y) ■ f(y) f(oy) ♦ ... ♦ t (on-1y)). This would
make h zero on the dense set (y|ony ■ x for some n > 0)
contradicting A > 0.
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The eigenvalue X is simple since if £^g = Xg and 
t = inf {g/f} then (tf-g)(x) = 0 for some x. The preceding 
argument applied to tf-g > 0 shows that tf = g.
By replacing f by f ♦ log h - log h o c  - log X we 
may assume that £^ 1 = 1. The general effect of this change 
is to scale the spectrum of £  ^by X. ^
Since A is aperiodic AM > 0, for some M,given z = x 
ohooss an+wy = z with xi = y±, 0 < i < n, then
Z e1*1^  < Z exp(fn+M(y)+H||f|| + ||f||0 ) = Cj^1(z) = C. 
o”x=x <Tn+My=z "  T=S~
Thus P(f) = lim - log £ ef (x) * 0 by use of the
" on-xx
variational principle ([21] p. 218). Thus for our original f, 
log X * P (f) •
It is easy to show that (for some constant C > 0)
(i.i) ||cjg||e < c Il9ll-+ e" ll«ll©
for all g € F_,n > 0. This means that {£«g} is equicontinuous0 1
with respect to || j|^and there exists a limit point l. If we 
denote a (g) • sup (g(x)} and 8(g) - inf (g(x)} then
a(g) >a(£fg) > ... > a U )  - aU^A) n > 0
and
-7-
B (g) < B(£fg) < ... < BU) - 8 n > 0.
Since o is mixing the equalities show l is a constant. 
Furthermore since a (4) = BU) the sequence £^g converges 
uniformly to 4.
To remove the maximal eigenvalue consider acting on 
the quotient space Fg^. On this space (1.1) becomes
!l£fg ll e < c * varog + 0n I19!' 6 •
Since varQ £^g converges to zero we have for large n
(1.2) ||£fng||0 < C. varQ £^g + 6n [C .varQg ♦ 0n llgll e 1 -
< 1.
By the uniform compactness of (g |||g|||0< 1) we may 
choose n so that (1.2) holds for all g in this ball. Thus 
the spectral radius of £f*F0/k  > denoted by p(£f ), satisfies
p(£f) - inf {||£;|| ^  | n > 0) < 1.
This completes the proof.
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§2. A COMPLEX RUELLE OPERATOR THEOREM
A continuous function fiE^ + t is called locally 
constant if there exists n > 0 such that f(x) depends on 
only the first n places of x, i.e. f(x) = f(y) whenever 
x^ * yi# 0 < i < n-1.
The operator leaves invariant the finite dimensional 
subspace of CÍE*,!) with base vectors
6 (z) = 1 x. = z , 0 < i < n-2
x0'***' n-2 0 otherwise.
It is always possible to reduce locally constant functions
to the case n = 2 by considering x € E^ as the sequence
(x ...x -)“ a in a shift space whose symbols are wordsm m+n-2 m=u
of length n-1.
For n ■ 2 can be represented by a matrix 
M - [A(xQ,x 1).exp f(xQ,x1)]. When f is real-valued the 
eigenvalues of M are described by the Perron-Frobenius 
theorem. More generally define M+ to be the positive matrix 
with entries |m (x q ,x 1)|. The following result is due to 
Wielandt ([6] p. 57).
Proposition 1.
The eigenvalues of M have moduli less than or equal 
to the maximal eigenvalue 6 for M+. If 0eia is an eigenvalue 
of M (for some 0 < a < 2n) then M takes the form M ■ e DM+D 
where D is a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries of unit
modulus.
Ruelle's theorem (Theorem 1) can be viewed as a 
generalisation of the Perron-Frobenius theorem. In this 
section we present an analogous extension of Wielandt's 
result.
The space F® = (f € C(E*,(E) | ||f||0 < “ H e  a complex
Banach space with norm |||f|||0 = max { || f || 0 » || f || ^ MHere 
|| || g has the same definition as in Section 1). If
f = u + iv € F® then u,v € F. and we freely assume that 
£^1 = 1, as in the proof of Theorem 1.
For g £ C(E*) let Tg be the multiplicative group 
generated by <exp gn (x)|onx = x> (where gn (x) * g(x) ♦ 
g(ox) ♦ ... ♦ g(on_1x)) [13], [12].
Proposition 2.
For f « u * iv € F® and 0 < a < 2n the following are0
equivalent t
(i) ry_a is generated by a power of e2v
(ii) X = exp [ia ♦ P(u>] is an eigenvalue for £fA
(ill) There exists u € C(E*) such that 
v-a ♦ u> s o *■ w € C(£j^ , 2itB) .
Proof (i) « (ii) Choose x € E* with a dense orbit and define 
h on (onx | n > 0} by h(onx> - exp i (v-a)n (x). This extends to
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an element of F® [10], Furthermore h satisfiesb
h(oz) = h(z) exp i(v-a)(z) and consequently = e h.
(11) ~ (ill) Since £fh = eiah may be expressed as
(1.1) I eu(y ).ei(v-a,(y)h(y) - h(x)
oy-x V
if |h(x)| is maximal then so is |h(y)| when ay = x. Because 
a is mixing h is of constant modulus. Thus (1.1) represents 
a convex combination of points on a circle which also lies on 
the circle. From this we deduce
ei(v-a)(y)h(y) . h(oy)
or equivalently v-a + argh - argh » o € C(I*, 2nX).
(iii) m (i) This is immediate.
If f e F® satisfies one, and hence all, of the above 0
conditions we call it an a-function. For example, the
functions in F. are all a-functions with a - 0.
0
If f is not an a-function (for any a) then we call 
it regular.
If f ■ u ♦ iv where v-a + u > * o - w € C ( I ^ »  2irl) then 
C f m eia A (e iw)£uA(«'iw) where A(h) denotes the operator 
that multiplies functions by h. Therefore the spectrum of 
£ is precisely the spectrum of rotated through an angle a. 
By Theorem 1t
(Tan element of F. [10] . Furthermore h satisfiesu
h(oz) = h(z) exp i(v-a)(z) and consequently £fh = e h.
(ii) • (iii) Since £fh = eiah may be expressed as
(a.1) I eu(y).ei(v-a)(y )h(y) = h(x)
o y x  *,
if |h(x)| is maximal then so is |h(y)| when 0y = x. Because 
o is mixing h is of constant modulus. Thus (1.1} represents 
a convex combination of points on a circle which also lies on 
the circle. From this we deduce
ei (v-a)(y)h(y, = h(oy)
or equivalently v-a + argh - argh o o £ C(I*, 2x1).
(iii) •» (i) This is immediate.
If f € F® satisfies one, and hence all, of the above
0
conditions we call it an a-function. For example, the
functions in F. are all a-functions with a ■ 0.
0
If f is not an a-function (for any a) then we call 
it regular.
If f * u ♦ iv where v-a ♦ o> « o - u € » 2wZ) then
. eia Ate iw)ruA(e'1“) where A(h) denotes the operator 
that multiplies functions by h. Therefore the spectrum of 
C 1 * precisely the spectrum of £u rotated through an angle a. 
By Theorem 1i
Proposition 3
If f = u + iv is an a-function then \ is a simplea
eigenvalue for £f and the rest of the spectrum is contained
in a disc of radius strictly smaller than |X | = exp P(u).A(TAn immediate corollary is that f € F can be an 
a-function for at most one a (0 < a < 2tt) . *.
For any f = u + iv (with £u1 = 1) the following 
extension of (1.1) is true
(2.2) ||£fh|| 0 < C. ||h|| _ ♦ 0n ||h||e n > 0, h € fJ.
The operator norm satisfies |||JC^  111 0 < C * 1 and we
have an upper bound on the spectral radius
P(rf) = inf i III III e 1/n |n > 1} < 1.
We now show that when f is regular the spectrum of 
£f (denoted sp(£f)) is disjoint from the unit circle. 
Choose a point e^fc on the circle then for 
1 N_1 n|h ||| „ < 1 write hN - ^ Z £f_Jkh (N >• 1). By (1.2) hN'6 " n«0 
is contained in the uniformly compact set {g < C ♦ 1},
When f is regular HhjJI,, must tend to zero since any non-zero 
limit point c 
eigenvalue eJ
of (hN ) would be an eigenvector for £f with 
it
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Proposition 3 .
If f = u + iv is an a-function then l is a simplea
eigenvalue for and the rest of the spectrum is contained
in a disc of radius strictly smaller than |X | = exp P(u).&(EAn immediate corollary is that f € f can be an
0
a-function for at most one a (0 < a < 2-n) . *.
For any f = u + iv (with £u 1 ■ 1) the following 
extension of (1.1) is true
(2.2) ||£jh|| 0 < C. || h || _ ♦ 6n || h 11 0 n > 0, h € fj.
The operator norm satisfies lll^flUg < C * 1 and we 
have an upper bound on the spectral radius
p(£f) - inf {|||£“ |||e 1/n |n > 1} < 1.
We now show that when f is regular the spectrum of 
£f (denoted sp(££)) is disjoint from the unit circle.
Choose a point eifc on the circle then for 
1 N_1 n11|h||| < 1 write hN - S £f-ith <N > D *  BV hN” n-0
is contained in the uniformly compact set (g | III9 III e < c ♦ 1)* 
When f is regular HhjJI«, must tend to zero since any non-zero 
limit point of (hN ) would be an eigenvector for £f with 
eigenvalue e1^.
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For k > 0,
11 11 e s  HhN £ f - i t  e + H,cf - i t hNll e
where we have estimates
II hN "  £ f - i l hNll e = II N £ 0 £ f - f th "  £ f —lth II 0*-n=u
«< 4r (c + 11
and
II £ f-lfc^N ll 0 ^  C II kjj II *  + 6 I I ^ H ©
< C-II»‘N II 00 + 0k<C + 1)-
If we take k ■ [Nk] then these bounds show that lim ||hN ||0 * 0.
By the uniform compactness of {h | |||h|||0 < 1} we can choose
N such that |||||| Q < 1 for h in this ball. Since the
spectral radius of an operator is smaller than its norm
1 N_1 n
l> < Ills £1 N_1 n0 (N n-0 £f-U' " Ml® n-o < 1.
N-1
Thus 1 is not an element of sp(^ £ £*3N n-0
we know from the spectral mapping theorem ([19] p.
. However 
263) that
j  N;1
“P N n-0 f-‘k
1 N_1 n) - {jj £q xn I X € sp(££_fk)>.
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Thus 1 cannot be an element of sp(f^_^) = e it sp(£f) 
or equivalently e^fc is not in the spectrum of £^. Since 
eifc was chosen arbitrarily and sp(£f) is closed we have the 
following.
Theorem 2.
Let a be a topologically mixing one-sided shift of
(Pfinite type and let f = u ♦ iv € f
(i) If f is an a-function then X. ■ exp [ia + P(u)]a
is a simple eigenvalue for £f and the rest of 
the spectrum is contained in a disc of radius 
strictly smaller than |X | = exp P(u)
(ii) If f is regular then the spectrum of £^ is
contained in a disc of radius strictly smaller 
than exp P(u).
It is possible to formulate a proof of part (ii) 
closer to the proof of Theorem 1 by proceding along the lines 
of Propositions 13 and 14 in [12].
An important feature of the above theorem is that the 
type of spectrum for £f is determined by X(f) and the size of 
the spectrum is given by B(f) ( 0.U0 1(f))
We can obtain a lower bound for the spectral radius 
p(£g) in the regular case. If f ■ u ♦ iv then
-14-
___ _lvn 1/n
exp P(u) = P(£u> < P U f) • lira III A (e ) ||| 0
It is simple to show Tim |||Me iv ) IHq 1/^n < 1/0 and 
so p(£f) > 6.exp P(u).
Proposition 2(i) shows that a necessary condition for 
u + iv to be an a-function (for some a) is that should be 
of rank at most two. But functions satisfying this condition 
can easily be approximated by functions which do not. This
ipmakes the family of regular functions dense in F0. Further­
more, by Theorem 2 and upper semicontinuity of f »*■ p(£^) this 
family is also open.
y-15-
§3. EXTENDING THE ZETA FUNCTION
Given f € F® define a zeta function by
0
C(f) = exp E ^ £ exp fm (x)
m omx=x
where fm (x) = f(x) + f(ox) + ... + f (o*” 1x) .
If f = u + iv with P(u) < 0 then
Tim | E exp fm (x)|1 / m < lim| E exp um (x)|1y/m 
omx=x omx=x
- exp P(u) < 1.
Since convergence is uniform in a neighbourhood of f 
it follows that <; is non-zero and analytic on {f | R (f) < 0} 
([17] p. 100).
We now consider the cases where P(u) * 0.
Proposition 4. If f ■ u ♦ iv € F® is regular with P(u) - 0 
then c is analytic and non-zero in a neighbourhood of f.
Proof.
Choose e' > 6 then f € F® e F®,. For n > 0 define
0 0
locally constant functions
un (x) ■ sup (ufzllxj^ - z^, 0 < i < n-1) 
vn (x) ■ sup {v(z)|xA ■ z1# 0 < i < n-1}
and let fn <x) - un (x) ♦ ivn (x)*
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This enables us to write
(3.1) c(f) = exp Z -J- Z exp fm (x) - exp fj"(x)_. m _ **m=1 m omx=x
x exp Z Z exp f™(x).
m=1 omx=x
By applying Theorem 2 to ^gt there exists 0 < 6 < 1
such that spectral radius p(£f) < 6» Since g h- p(£g ) is
(£upper semicontinuous on VQ , and
f  “ f nHi e ' <  l l f  II eve
it follows that p(£f ) < B for large enough n. If e is
nchosen sufficiently small then p (£ ) < B holds uniformly
on D = {g 19 -  f llle < e}*
Let X1,...»XN(n, be the eigenvalues of £f acting on 
the finite dimensional invariant subspace of Section 2 
then |X ^| < B  # \ < N(n).
Furthermore
Z exp fJJ(x) “ trace £“ - X™ ♦ ... ♦ xJJ j
m no X“X
where N(n) '< kn (k is the dimension of A). Choose a 
satisfying Bfca < 1 and take n « [ma]. Then
-17-
I I exp f™(x)|1 / m < (emkn)1/ m < eka < 1n. 1 /m
omx=x
for sufficiently large m. Since this holds uniformly 
on D
* 5 * exP <£<*>
m=1 omx=x
is analytic for g £ D.
From the definitions of un and v r
(3.2) , m m, l un “ u I <  m llun _ u l <  me11 II u I
Ivn - vm| <  men ll v 0 *
Since
Z e m0 x=x
fm (x) . f£(*>
£ [eUm (x) _ eu” (x)jeivm (x)  ^ £ , { l x l [ / ( x ) ^ l x )
mx=»x L omx-xa *
it follows from (3.2) that
I H  | £ exp fm (x> - exp f®(x) |1/m < 0a exp P(u).
omx«x
If we choose 0a < * < 1 and e sufficiently small then for
large m
-18-
Z exp gm (x) - exp g™(x)|1^m < 4>
uniformly on D and so
m
is analytic on this disc.
This completes the proof.
When f is an a-function then p(jC^ ) = exp P(R(f)). 
However the isolated eigenvalue A can be dealt with usingd
perturbation theory. In a neighbourhood of f the operator 
£ still has an isolated eigenvalue 6 ([3] p. 587). This
leads to a natural definition of the complex pressure (in a 
neighbourhood of an a-function) as P(g) = log p.
By developing an approach due to Ruelle ([17) pp. 93-95), 
Parry has proved the following result ([11), Proposition 3).
Proposition 5.
If f ç F and P(f) » 0 then there exists e > 0 such 
0
that P extends to an analytic function in
g
D - (g I I I I I I e < and
oo iam _ e
converges uniformly in D 1
-19-
Propositions 4 and 5 together give the following 
result (The version for two-sided shifts is Theorem 1 in 
[11]).
Theorem 3.
Let f = u + iv € Fq
(i) If P(u) < 0 or f is regular with P(u) = 0 
then c is non-zero and analytic in a neighbourhood of f.
(ii) If f is an a-function with P(u) 
a non-zero analytic extension to a set (g 
P(g) ? 0} given by
0 then ç has
ll|g-f|lle < e*
c'5’ ‘ 7^57  - '  »exp I -r ( £ gm (x:) -mo x=x
The above theorem extends a result of Ruelle [16], ([17]
pp. 100-101).
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§4. A COUNTER-EXAMPLE TO RUELLE* S QUESTION
oo
Let EA = {x € n { 1 . fk}|A(xn ,xn+1) = 1} then
— OO
osE. I, given by (ox) = is a (two-sided) shift ofA A n n-M
finite type. Let f sIA -*• R + be a strictly positive continuous 
function for which there exists 0 < 8 < 1, C > 0  satisfying 
| f (x) — f(y)| < c e n whenever x± « yi# |i| < n-1. Define
ZA = { <x,t) | 0 < t < f (x) } 
where (x,f(x)) and (ox,0) are identified.
£ f fThe f suspension ot * EA -► EA is the flow defined 
by o^(x,s) = (x,t+s) with appropriate identifications. Thus 
of can be interpreted as flowing vertically under the graph 
of f.
The flow of is (topologically) weaV. mixing if the 
rank of rf * <exp fn (x)|onx « x> is greater than one [12].
The topological entropy of o^ is the unique h € R  
satisfying P(-hf) “ 0 [12].
The zeta function associated with o£ is
“ 1 mZ(s) - “ exP E = I exp - sf (x).m= 1 mo x-x
In [12] Parry and the author partially answered a 
question of Ruelle ([17] p. 173) by showing that Z(s) has 
an analytic extension to a neighbourhood of {s|S(s) > h),
-21-
except for a simple pole at s = h. We shall now complete 
this analysis by presenting a flow for which Z(s) is not 
analytic on any strip h-6 < R(s) < h.
Let 0 sEA -*• EA be a full shift on two symbols {1,2}. 
Choose 0 < p < i , p + q = 1 ,  and define a locally constant 
function f by *
- log p if xQ = 1
- log q if xQ = 2
( S EvPg qgJ where s € (E then
Z exp -s f”*(x) = trace (PS)m = (p8 + qS)m . 
omx=x
%
Thus
Z (s) = exp Z -j- (p8 + q8)"* 
m= 1
« exp - log (1 - p8 - q8) ■ ---— =—
i-p-q
and the poles for Z(s) are the solutions to p8 + q8 * 1. 
In particular the first part of the question shows h » 1 
and for of to be weak mixing we require log p/log q to 
be irrational.
Let c > 0 satisfy p_E - q"e - 1 then the poles are 
contained in the strip -e < R(s) < 1 .  If -c < o < 1 then 
zero is a limit point of {p8 ♦ q8 - 1|R(s) “ o)» Since
ps + qs - 1 is an analytic almost periodic function it
has a zero in every vertical strip containing o ([2], p. 75).
We conclude that the poles t°n +  ^ are distributed
with (o } dense in the interval l-e,1J. (In fact sharper n
estimates about the distribution of poles are possible
-22-
(cf. [8])).
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§5. A COUNTER-EXAMPLE TO BOWEN'S QUESTION
In [5] Gallovotti gave an example of a suspension
for which the corresponding zeta function has an essential
singularity at s^ < 0. Bowen asked whether the zeta
function for flows could always be extended to# s = 0
([1], p. 31). In this section we give an example where
this is not the case. In fact it is possible to construct
a suspension with an essential singularity at sQ >0.
Let o :E ■* Z be a full shift on n-symbols and let n n n
{0k } be a convergent sequence with limit 0. For n = 3 
define g e C(E3> by
g(z) * 0k if zk = 2, z± € {1,3} 0 < i < k-1
= 0  if zt £ {1,3} i > 0.
Let omz * z and assume the cycle (z^,...,zm_^) contains 
disjoint blocks of 1s and 3s of lengths k.,...,kr with 
k1 ♦ ... ♦ kr ■ N. Then
r
gm (z) - (m-N)0n + Z (0. ♦ ... ♦ 0V ).
0 P-1 1 P
Thus gm (z) is independent of the 2N possible combinations 
of 1s and 3s.
For n “ 2 define f € Cdj) by
-24-
f(x) = 3k + log 2 if xk = 2, x±
Br
0 < i < k-1, (k + 0)
if xQ = 2
= g + log 2 if x^ = 1, i > 0. 
The functions f and g are related by
E exp fm (x) = E exp g“‘U)
omx=x omz = 2
and so C (f) * C (9) •
The function f is similar to the Fisher potential 
used by Gallovotti [5].
Define a locally constant function fN by replacing 
3k by 0 for k > N. The zeta function C<fN > can be simply 
calculated. Define
' N
Br 6.2e
2e
2e«
2eBn-N—1 2e‘
then by ([14] , p. 82)
-25-
(5.1) 1/C (fN ) = det (I - PN )
a N"1 n e0+-’*+en(1 - 2eS)(1 - £ 2 e )n=0
N e+B0 +-*-+ bn -1 — 2 e
Assume that g € FQ and g > 0. By replacing 0k by -sBR 
(and 0 by -s0) we have from (5.1) and Section 3
-.A “ a -*(&o+ * * • *(5.2) 1/Z(s) = 1/C(~sf) = (1-2e*“ (1 - £ 1 C )n=0
(for R (s) large).
Following Gallovotti we set
6 - - log
/ l+e^/m \ 
M+em-1 /m-V ♦ C m > 2
- - log (1 ♦ 6) + C m ■ 1
m * 0
and a * C (where C > 0 is chosen to make 0k > 0.)
From (5.2)
1/Z(s) - (1-2e”*C) (1 - Z (1 ♦eB/m) * (2e sC)m+)r2- e_aC)
m»1
Thus the entropy of is the solution h > 0 to
CO 
£m»1
■  (1 ♦ em/m)h (2e-hC)lft^ 1 /2 + e"hC1
- 2 6 -
Z(s) has a meromorphic extension to s = h given by 
1/Z(s) = (1-2e-sC) n-.e"sC[P(a) + l]) - 2e"2sC where
oo
F (s) - I (2e-sC)m [(1 + 0m/m)8 - 1]. 
m= I
For 0 < s < h there exists B,D > 0 such that *
r\ m ftW
B.S. —  < (1 + 0 /m)S - 1 < D.S. Z—  . m m
Thus
B. log(1 - 2e-sC0) < < D. log (1-2e-sC0) .
Consider sQ = 1/C log 20. If sfl > 0 (or equivalently 0 > J) 
then as s approaches s^ from above |F(s)| is unbounded but 
(s—sQ) F(s) tends to zero. If sQ * 0 (or equivalently 
0 * J) then as s approaches zero from above |sF(s)| is 
unbounded but s F(s) tends to zero. We conclude that in 
either case sQ is an essential singularity.
Remark
Hofbauer used the Fisher potential to produce examples 
of functions with two equilibrium states (one a single atom)
[7]. The type of functions studied in this section give 
examples with two non-atomio equilibrium states (one with 
support a Cantor set).
Remark
Our example extend3 in a natural way to 
suspensions over for n >  2. This enables us to 
give an example with an essential singularity Sq 
arbitrarily close to h(<r) = 1.
-27-
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An  analogue of the prime number theorem 
for closed orbits of Axiom A  flows
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*
on
suspension flows. As an application we relate
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An analogue of the prime number theorem 
for closed orbits of Axiom  A  flows
By W illiam Parry and M ark Pollicott 
Abstract
For an Axiom A flow restricted to a basic set we extend the zeta function to 
an open set containing 3?(s) & h where h is the topological entropy. This enables 
us to give an asymptotic formula for the number of closed orbits by adapting the 
Wiener-Ikehara proof of the prime number theorem.
For a geodesic flow on a d dimensional compact manifold M'1 of constant 
negative curvature (k = — 1), Margulis [9] announced a proof that the num­
ber of closed orbits t with least period A(r) not exceeding x is asymptotic to 
etd - _ i)x. (See also Hejhal [7] who provides a proof based on the Selberg
zeta function.) This is a special case of the theorem which, according to Alexeev 
and Jacobson [2], appears in Margulis’s dissertation and which shows that
#{t: \(t) St) - eht/hx
for Anosov flows, where h is the topological entropy. (Presumably the flow is 
assumed to be mixing.)
For Axiom A flows Bowen, [3] (see also Sinai [14]), proved the existence of 
positive constants A, B such that
A ■ eh’/hx £ #{t: A(t) S « ) s 8' eh'/hx,
and conjectured Margulis’s more precise result for (topologically weak-mixing) 
flows of this type. Equivalently he conjectured that
(0.1) w(x) ■ #{r: Nh(r) x) - x/logx
where Nh(r) — e**’1*.
Our aim is to prove (0.1) for (basic sets of) topologically weak-mixing Axiom 
A flows (Theorem 2). A modified asymptotic formula for Axiom A flows which 
are not topologically weak-mixing is also established.
Samak and Woo (cf. [13]) obtain very precise asymptotic estimates for tr(x) 
for geodesic flows on non-compact manifolds with finite volume, a case not 
covered by our results in their present form.
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As one would expect in this area the proof of (0.1) depends very heavily on 
the work of Bowen [5]. We have stated the result in the form (0.1) to emphasise 
the analogy with the prime number theorem, and in fact our proof follows the 
main lines of the Wiener-Ikehara proof of that theorem once the relevant 
properties of an appropriate zeta function have been gathered. Especially 
relevant is the analytic extension of the zeta function to an open domain 
containing s) s h, s 4 h (Theorem 1). (When the flow is not topologically
weak-mixing, points h + nit„, n e Z, have to Ire excluded, for some /,> > 0.) The 
possibility of this extension almost answers a question raised by Ruelle in [tlj. It 
will be clear that we utilise many of Ruelle's thermodynamic ideas to establish 
properties of the zeta function.
We wish to thank C. Series, R. Spatzier and P. Walters for various 
enlightening remarks and references in connection with our work. Our special 
thanks go to D. Ruelle who helped us with the proof of his theorem (Proposition 
11).
This work is a generalisation to Axiom A flows of results achieved for 
suspensions, by locally constant functions, of shifts of finite type (cf. [11]).
1. Axiom A flows
Let M  be a compact Riemannian manifold and let «#>,: M  —» Af (< e R) be a 
C 1 flow. A closed invariant set 12 C M  without fixed points is hyperbolic if the 
tangent bundle restricted to 12 is a Whitney sum
TaM  - E + E* + £“
of three T<t>, invariant sub-bundles, where £ is the one dimensional bundle 
tangent to the flow and £*, £“ are exponentially contracting and expanding, 
respectively:
0) ||r*,(t>)|| s K e A,||t>|| force E\f:sO,
(«) I ,(t>)|| S ICe x,||w|| forceE-.i ;>0
(A > 0, AC constants).
A basic set (2 of an Axiom A flow <£>, is a hyperbolic set in which periodic 
orbits are dense, 4>,|f2 is topologically transitive and (2 — D  for some open 
neighbourhood of (2. We shall always take a basic set (2 to%e non-trivial: i.e., 12 
is not a topological circle.
We shall be concerned with the restriction of an Axiom A flow <f>, to a l>asic 
set (2 so that 4>, shall stand for $,|12.
Bowen has shown that there are two mutually exclusive types of flow <j> in 
this category: Either ^  is a constant suspension of a homeomorphism (i.e. <t>
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nds very heavily on 
l (0.1) to emphasise 
lr proof follows the 
once the relevant
factors over a circle) or the stable manifold of each point in 12 is dense in 12. 
Moreover there is a unique <f> invariant measure m on 12 giving maximum entropy 
to <f>, [4]. If <J> does not factor over a circle then «¡> is mixing with respect to m [4]. 
In other words:
athered. Especially 
> an open domain 
is not topologically 
r some t0 > 0.) The 
by Huelle in [fl], It 
ic ideas to establish
Proposition 1. If <t> is the restriction of an Axiom A flow to a basic set 12, 
then either
(i) 4> has a non-constant continuous eigenfunction
g(<t>,x) = e""g(x), g 6 C(12), a + 0
Valters for various (ii) <t> is mixing with respect to the nuiximal measure m.
• work. Our special 
leorem (Proposition
These possibilities are mutually exclusive.
esults achieved for 
Kpefcf. [11]).
' - M{t e R) be a 
is hyperbolic if the
limensional bundle 
Ing and expanding,
"t
0
i > 0, K constants).
t in which periodic 
<^ U for some open 
r rum-trivial: i.e., 12
2. Shifts of finite type
Let A be a zero-one irreducible k X k matrix and let
- (x e n  (1.2.. 1):A(»„*,J-I,n6zj.
V  n — - oo '
Then 2A is a compact zero-dimensional o invariant set where the shift a is 
defined by («)„ - x „ , The shift of finite type defined by A is aA - o|2^ .
If / is a strictly positive continuous function defined on 2A we define 2, as 
the set
with (x, fix)) and (oAx,0) identified. The / suspensUm af of aA is the vertical 
flow defined on 2j{ by the local flow o/(x, s) — (x, » + t) when 0 s s S fix), 
Osr + is ftx).
For/e C(2A) and 0 < 0 < 1 we define
var„/- sup(|/(x) - /(y)|: *• V e 2A, x, — y,, |i| £ n) 
and ||/IU " *up{var„f/62”*li n - 0,1,...}.
The space- (/e C(2A): ||/||, < oo) is a Banach space with respect to the 
norm ||| |||, given by |||/|||# “ max(||/||*, ||/||#).
For / e C( 2A) the pressure is defined as
A flow to a basic P(f) - sup| j’/dfi + h^ (oA): p o^ -invariantj,
types of flow <t> in 
tomorphisin (i.e. <f>
and when &(f) - jfdp + hj aA), p is called an equilibrium state for /. Equi­
librium states always exist in this setting.
0 k
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Moreover [12], when / e ^  there is exactly one equilibrium state for /. If 
/ e /( and /> 0 then there exists c > 0 such that P(-cf) = 0. Hence, there 
exists q such that
for all other aA invariant probabilities p. Thus, using a result of Abramov s [1], 
one has c = h(a{) = h(af) the topological entropy of the f suspension.
Proposition 2. When f e & e , f > 0, we have &( —h(af ) f ) “ 0.
The probability measure p defined locally by the direct product of q with 
Lebesgue measure is the unique of invariant probability giving topological 
entropy
proved the following powerful result.
Proposition 3. //<(>, is the restriction of an Axiom A flow to a basic set Q 
then there exist a shift of finite type aA, a positive function f e (for some 
0 < 0 < 1) and a continuous surjective map it: -* 12 such that — ira,'.
Moreover there exists N such that card n l(y) <. N for all y e fl. ir is nwasure- 
preserving with respect to the maximal entropy nwasures and with respect to 
these measures it is almost everywhere one-one.
We refer to af as the principal suspensitm.
Corollary 1. <t> is topologically weak-mixing if and only if of is topoltrgi- 
cally weak-mixing.
If <t> is not topologically weak-mixing then certainly af is not topologically 
weak-mixing. If <p is topologically weak-mixing then by Proposition 1, <> is 
measure-theoretically mixing with respect to the maximal measure. Hence o' is 
measure-theoretically mixing with respect to its maximal measure, so that it must 
be topologically weak-mixing.
Corollary 2. hitfr) - h(of ).
and
M 0a) _ < 0
hp(°i) = h(o() » h(af).
3. Axiom A flows and suspensions
Drawing an analogy with his result for Axiom A diffeomorphisms, Bowen [5]
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state for f. If 
Hence, there
bramov's [1], 
sion.
= 0.
uet of q with 
g topological
, Bowen [5]
a basic set Q 
( for some 
"t - W(j/. 
•n f* measure- 
th respect to
o1 is ttrpologi-
topologically 
tion 1, <t> is 
. Hence of is 
so that it must
This follows from the fact that w is at most N to 1, or from the fact that w is 
measure-preserving and almost everywhere one-one with respect to maximal 
measures.
Our aim is to count the number of closed orbits of the flow <j>. To do this 
Bowen [5] introduced, following Manning [8] for the diffeomorphism case, 
auxiliary shift suspensions.
Proposition 4. Alongside the principal suspension o' = o°, there exist 
suspensions o',... ,am of other shifts of finite type with the property that
(3.1) p(<>. x) = £  (-I),<<V(o'> x) + f ( o °, x )
i-l
where, for example, r(</>, x) is the number of closed orbits of <j> with least period 
x. Moreover ifi + 0 then there exists a continuous map w, with range properly 
contained in ft such that w, is at most N to 1 and w,aj ** <t>,irr
Remark. Since each w( (i 0) is at most .V to 1 with range a proper closed 
subset of (2, it follows that the topological entropies of o' (i =* 0) are strictly less 
than h(o°) — h(of) — h($).
4. The zeta function
If ^  is a flow on a compact space we denote by t  a generic closed orbit and 
by X( t ) the least period of that orbit. The zeta function of the flow is defined by
(<"  » ‘> - n  (.J,,,-)
where this makes sense. Here, N(t) — e*,r) is the norm of t .* |As long as £  £  t N(t) •* converges absolutely, (4.1) is well defined and
r *-l *
(4.2) f(*) - exp£ £  t M t) *\
T  I t -  I
If af is the f suspension of the shift of finite type oA, then 
E  I  rMr) ’ f  1 £  exp - »(/(*)+•••+/(o^  'x))
r  I t — I  I t — 1
which converges absolutely when
lim ( £  exp - o(f{x) + ••• + /{«a '**)))
where * — a + it (cf. (12)). In view of Proposition 2 and the monotonicity of &,
T
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therefore, we have
Proposition 5. F o r  th e  f  s u s p e n s io n  o f  a  s h i f t  o f  f in it e  t y p e , J(s) is w ell  
d e f in e d , a n a ly t ic  a n d  n on -zero w h en  . #( s ) > h ( o ' ).
Let <#> be the restriction of an Axiom A flow to a basic set, and let o', 
i = 0,.... m lie the suspensions of shifts of finite type mentioned in Proposition 4 
(o" is the principal suspension and o', i * 0, are auxiliary suspensions). If we 
combine (3.1) and (4.2) we see that
«»>-&,(•> ft (*,(«»' 1,,‘"i-i
where f is the zeta function of 4» and f, (i - 0.. m ) is the zeta function of o'.
Since <f> and o° have the same topological entropy h and o', i =■ 1...m , have
topological entropies less than h we see the following:
Proposition 6. f(s) = f0(s) • rj(s) f o r  £ ( s ) > h  w h e r e i)(s) i s  a n a ly t i c  m .'l 
n on -zero in  £tt{ s ) >  h  —  e  f o r  s o m e  e > 0 ( h  -  t  c a n  h e  t a k e n  a s  t h e  m a x im u m  o f  
t h e  en tro p ie s  o f  o', i =  1,... ,m ).
In the next few sections we shall meromorphically extend f, £„ to an open 
domain V containing d t( s ) S h . In general, these extensions will l>e analytic in 
U  — [ h ] with a simple pole at h . We shall, however, encounter an exceptional 
case where f, £,, are periodic with period it0 (tn > 0) and where their extensions 
have simple poles at h + ni/n, n e Z. This case corresponds exactly to the 
condition that <#>, a " are not topologically weak mixing. In view of Proposition 8 
the problem of extending f reduces to the problem of extending f0.
Hen 
ity w
5. Locally constant functions
In this section we shall consider the special case where our strictly positive 
function f, defined on (SA, oA) is locally constant: i.e., f assumes only a finite 
number of values. In other words there is some n > 0 such that f is constant on 
each cylinder
( < - ........ <o.......< n ] -B ”  { *  e  -  i, for £  n } .
By a simple coding (regarding words of length 2n as new symlxils) there is no 
loss in generality in assuming / to be a function of two coordinates fix) ~ 
A*o> *i)-
Proposition 7 [10]. The flow of is not weak-mixing with eigenfnyuency 
a > 0 if and tmly if there exists an integer-valued continuous function M  and a
whe
for
ext
see 
s — 
that
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((s) is well
nction of o'. 
.. m, have
arudytic awl 
maximum of
n to an open 
analytic in 
exceptional 
ir extensions 
xactly to the 
Proposition 6
rictly positive 
only a finite 
is constant on
}•
) there is no 
nates fix) ~
frequency 
lUm M and a
continuous function u assuming only finitely many values such that af — 2w.Vf 
+ u o oA — u.
From this we deduce that if af is not weak-mixing then explflx(), x,) + 
••• + f{x„ ,, x0)) is an integer power of exp(2ir/a). Conversely if 
expl fix,,, x,) + • • • + f{xn _ ,, x0)) is an integer power of a single number for 
each closed orbit then it is relatively easy to show that there exists an integer­
valued function M  of two variables and a > 0 such that
afli, j) = 2irM(i, j) + u(j) - u(i) 
for some u. In other words:
Proposition 8. The flow o' is not weak-mixing if and only if the multi­
plicative group Tf — (exp( fl, x0, x,) + •••+/? x„ ,, x,,))) generated hy num- 
hers N( r) has rank 1.
The Perron-Frolienius theorem assures us that the matrix { A( i, j) • exp — 
hfl i, j)} has a maximum positive eigenvalue exp — hf) = 1 with an associated 
positive eigenvector r such that
£A(f, j)rtexp - hf[i, j) - rr 
I
Hence the matrix P(i, j) — j A(f, j) jexp - hf[i, )) j is stochastic. For simplic­
ity we shall assume that h = 1.
The zeta function of af is
f ( * ) - e x p £ i  £  exp — s ( f (x )  + ••• + f{a^ *x))
n -1  x e f i t o X
— exp £  ^Trace(P')n
n - 1  n
where P’ is the matrix with complex entries P(i, /)*. Thus f(») - ^  j
for s) > 1 and this closed form for f( s) provides a non-vanishing meromorphic 
extension to C.
Since s — 1 is a simple eigenvalue of P there is a simple pole at s - 1. To 
see this let /?,(»), fl2ls),... lie eigenvalues of P' in a small neighliourhood of 
s - 1 and write det(/ - P') — Fl*_|( 1 - fl/»)). We may assume that /J,(l) - 1, 
that flt(s) is analytic and |1 — flf*)\ > t > 0 for j 4 1 and all s In a small
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neighbourhood of s 
lytic then
1. Hence if det(/ - P') = (s - 1 )2«#>( -s) where <> is ana-
|(s - 1)<>(s)| e‘ 1 ~ /»,(«)s — 1
so that /3J(1) = 0. However one can show (cf. [11]) that -/3J(1) is the entropy of 
aA, with respect to the Markov measure defined by P, which is certainly not zero. 
We deduce, therefore, that the zero of det( I — P") at 1 is simple.
Suppose f(s) has a pole elsewhere on ¿tf(s) = 1; i.e., det(/ — P') has a zero 
at s — 1 + it,, svith | f„ | least. Then
(5.i) £ p(**) p(/, *)“•«* = i,
k
for some non-zero vector i and EtP(j, k)|in| £ |ij| so that |£4| is independent of 
k. We may suppose that |£(| = 1 and (5.1) says that a convex combination of 
points on the unit circle is a point on the unit circle. This means that P( j, k)""tk
— iy whenever P(j,k) ^  0. We see that P(x0, x,) l'° • • - P(x„ ,, x0) “ 1
— exp itn(f{x0, x,) + • • • + fix,, i, xn)) for all closed orbits. In other words
expf/(x0, x,) + • • • + f[xn ,, x0)) = a"* for some m where a = exp—— . From•oProposition 8 we have that a f is not weak-mixing and therefore:
Proposition 9. If f is positive and locally constant then { has a nowhere 
vanishing meromorphic extension to C.
If af is not topologically weak-mixing then there exists a least t„ > 0 such 
that H is simply periodic with period itn. f is analytic in &(s) > h — e, for some 
t > 0, except for simple poles at h + nitn, n 6 Z.
If ar is topologically weak-mixing then there exists an open dimuiin U 
containing &(s) a h in which J is analytic except for the simple pole ut s — h.
0. When <f> is not topologically weak-mixing
In this section <(> denotes the Axiom A flow restricted to (2 and a" — o' 
denotes the principal suspension of Section 3.
In this case <f>, o° have a common minimum positive eigenfrequency a:
K<t>, -e,a'g, geC(Q). |g| - 1;
gw„o,° - e'“'gir0, gir„eC(2j).
For the flow 0 the minimum eigenfrequency a is evidently greater than or equal 
to the minimum eigenfrequency for o°. Since w„ is a measure isomorphism ext
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<t> is ana-
entropy of 
ly not zero.
has a zero
d a" -  af
ncy a:
or equal 
rphism
Iretween SI and with respect to their maximal measures, equality follows from 
the spectral equivalence of the flows.
We see, then, that the highest common factor of { A( r): r a closed <t> orbit} is 
a multiple of — , say — -— . In the same way the highest common factor of
{X(r): r is a closed an orbit} is ■■, n e N. Since ir„ is finite to one and 
surjective, each o° closed orbit t„ maps to a </> closed orbit r with A( rn) a multiple 
of A(r) so that n is a multiple of m.
From Section 1, a" may Ire interpreted as a constant suspension and so there 
is no loss in generality in assuming that n = 1 from which we conclude that 
m = n = 1. From the equations
f(*)-expL t  k ' M”.r *-l *
f0($)«exp£ £  Te tMv\
r  k  -  1 *
where in each case the sum is over the closed orbits of <f>, a" respectively, it 
follows that {, f„ are simply periodic with period ia and moreover this is the least 
period.
Remark. When o° is not topologically weak-mixing we can take / to Ire 
constant. Hence Proposition 9 applies and together with Proposition 6 we see 
that f, fn have non-zero analytic and simply periodic extensions to dt( s) > h - e 
except for the simple poles at h + nia, n e Z.
7. Ruelle's theorem
In this section we show, following Ruelle [12] (Exercise 7(c), pp. 100-101), 
how the zeta function of a suspension of of aA may Ire extended to a neighlrour- 
hood of s == h when a1 is topologically weak-mixing.
Proposition 10 (Ruelle [12], p. 93). then there exists a continuous
function R : -» R ’ such that R(f) > exp - &(f) and
d(z,f) - exp - £  —  £m — 1 ™ xmflto*
extends to an analytic function in { z: |z| < R(f)} with only tme zero, which is 
simple and located at exp — f).
The functions d and f are related by f(*) “ — — sf) *° We ,lect* to
extend this result to certain complex functions.
1
*71
L ..1
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Consider a confonnal mapping g( z) of the unit disc to the upper semi-disc
d,nlof radius 2 sending 0 to i. Define C(s) — -(o + g(z)f ) • /) for <j, f real.
((/'"’ denotes the n'th derivative with respect to the first variable.) By Jensen's 
inequality,
|G(0)| <. expg“ / W>g|C(e'*)| dO
and so
ITm din)— r (0, — ( o + it )f ) ni
i/n
-(a + g(e,,)t)f)
(7.1)
£ exP^~ jf2*logEm 
S exp^ f2’ - log fi( -(a + g (e',)t)f) dO,
l / n
de
where R is the hinction of Proposition 10 extended to equal exp - Jt{ /)) for / 
complex and not real valued. The application of Fatou's lemma, here, can l>e 
justified by finding a dominating function with the aid of Cauchy’s formulae.
Since (7.1) is continuous with respect to a + it and strictly less than 
exp - of) when t - 0, we see that
* > exp — &(— hf) — 1
fîïn J(n)~jr(o, — (o + it)f)
I/«
in a sufficiently small neighbourhood (J of s — h. Thus s —» d( 1, — sf) is analytic 
on U and by studying Ruelle's extension we see, as for the locally constant case, 
s “ h is a simple zero.
In fact the proof of Proposition 10 reveals that the essential part of the
(C ^  0) in |z| < R( -of) so(1 -  »•*< - •/■>function d(z, -of) 1 (o real) is
that the essential part of f(o) is ---- ^(- , and the proof that « — h is a
simple pole of f(*) follows along the lines of the proof in the locally constant 
case. One need only check that e'#‘ °f> has a non-zero derivative (with respect to 
o) at a — fi. In fact the derivative is - f f dm, where m is the equilibrium state 
for — hf. We therefore have
Proposition 11 (12). l*et f e Then {  has an analytic extension to a 
neighbourhood of s — h except for a simple pole at s — h.
As us
0 < e < 1
“ function
1 - 0,1,
(8.1)
Moreover, 
is strictly |
Hence, in 
clear that| 
by a cob 
generalit)] 
future, 1
Associate 
by Oa. 0 
the sc
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semi-disc 
t a, t real.
y Jensen’s
e
(/»for/ 
re, can be 
rrnulae. 
less than
) is analytic 
nstant case,
part of the
R( -of) so
t * — h is a
"y constant 
respect to 
britim state
lo a
8. Extensions beyond St( *) = h
As usual we suppose that / is a positive function belonging to :?e for some
0 < 0 < 1. It is known (cf. [6]) that such a function is cohomologpus to a
"function of the future” f  belonging to i.e., fix) = fiy) if x, = y,,
1 = 0,1,..., and there exists a continuous u with
(8.1) /+ u °oA - u - f.
M  oreover, since / is bounded away from zero, — (f  + f  *> oA + •••+/' ° c" 1) 
is strictly positive for large enough n, and the latter is cohomologous to f . 
Hence, in (8.1), /' may be taken as a strictly positive function of the future. It is 
clear that the zeta functions associated with two functions coincide if they differ 
by a coboundary (a function of the form u ° oA — u) so there will be no loss in 
generality if we assume, as we shall, that / is a strictly positive function of the 
future, belonging to &,i «. As such, / can be thought of as a function defined on
2; = {*e n{1.2.. k}:A(xB,xn + l)- l).
Associated with 2^ we have the one-sided shift of finite type, which we denote 
by oA. (We hope this will not lead to confusion.) Also associated with 2* we have 
the spaces
— {k e C(2^): sup(var„fc/0") < 00} and
- {k e C(2; ,C): sup(varn*/0n) < 00}.
These are Banach spaces with respect to the norm 11 |k| 11„ = max( ||fc||#, \\k\\x), 
where ||k||( = sup(varnk/0").
If k e the Ruelle operator & k: -* .^c is defined hy
E  e‘"',u(y) - (#kv)(x).
W-*
Since / may be viewed as a function defined on 2^ we have / e . We shall lie 
especially interested in the operators Sf,f : -* s complex. There is one
more legitimate and convenient assumption concerning /which we wish to make. 
The Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius theorem (cf. [12]) guarantees the existence of 
u > 0, u e such that
&  hfu- u
so that, by replacing -hf by -hf + log u - log u ° oA if necessary, we can 
assume JS? hf \ - 1. (This equation ensures that we still have / £ 0, although it is 
conceivable that / may not lie strictly positive.)
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Fix t e R — (0) and for the remainder of this section define L = ¥  lh . tnf. 
There are two cases to be considered corresponding to whether or not
(8.2) I# = e'°g for some 0 $ o  < 2ir, and non-trivial g e
(i) Assume that (8.2) has a non-trivial solution then by the argument of 
Section 5,
and therefore, writing g(x) — e"1” with r: —» R continuous, we have
-((/+ a) + r - r»oA 2 nM
where M: -* R is integer valued and continuous. Hence / is cohomologous to
a locally constant function. The zeta function is therefore descril>ed in Section 5, 
Proposition 9.
Proposition 12. If (8.2) has a non-trivial solution then f has a meromor- 
phic extension to C. If Tf is of rank 1 then f, the extended function, is simply 
periodic (period «„), nowhere vanishing and analytic in &(s) > h — e (t > 0) 
except for simple poles at h + nit„, n e Z. If Tf is not of rank 1 ( rank 2 in fact) 
then £ is nowhere vanishing and analytic in an open neighbourhood of &(s) 2 h 
except for a simple pole at s = h.
(ii) In this case we assume that (8.2) has no non-trivial solution. In due 
course we shall prove that p(L) < 1 where p is the spectral radius. To this end 
we prove the following:
Proposition 13. If (8.2) has no non-trivial solution then for every k > 0 
there exists \ such that for all n > N
supdlL-gH*,: ||g||„ £ 1, |||g|||t £ *} < 1.
Proof. If this is not the case then for some k > 0 there exist infinitely many 
n e N such that
suP{ll^'n(5ll«: IlftlL * 1. IIISlII# * *} “ 1
and since { g: ||g||K S 1, |||g|||, S t) is a | ||K equicontinuous and therefore 
compact set in (g: ||g||w S 1), we have ||/-"g„|| „ - 1 for infinitely many n 
where 11 |g„| 11( S k. Let g lie an accumulation point of ( g„ ) with respect to the 
norm | ||K. Since ||L*g„||ao “ 1 for fc s n (L lieing a | contraction), we 
have \\Lkg\\„ - 1 for k 2 0.
For eac
where /*( y) 
in §5 and in 
the choice < 
conclude th 
lL"g| - 1 f<
and again
(8.3) 
whenever
( i - e H v ) / s
aperiodic ' 
assunif 
argument i
C + 1) 
fcof [L1]
for all 
quently I
for I
(h + i l t fr not
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gument of
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ologous to 
Section 5,
meromoT- 
, is simply 
e (e > 0) 
2 in fact) 
f&Hs)^h
n. In due 
o this end
k > 0
itely many
therefore 
y many n 
pect to the 
ion), we
For each k > 0 choose x* so that
I U ‘g )(**)! I  « '■/■‘nr)e <,^1||,,g( y )
where fk(y) = f[y) + • • ■ + /(<j‘ ly). The standard convexity argument (used 
in §5 and in (i) af>ove) shows that e • g(y) and |g(y)| are independent of
the choice of y such that oky = x\ Since Uf_0{ V- = **} is dense in 2A we 
conclude that |g| = 1. However, the same argument applies to L "g and therefore 
|L"g| = 1 for all n ^  0. Now fix n and x so that oAx = x. Clearly
(L*"g)(x) = £  e e
and again by the convexity argument above we have
(8.3) e ‘"‘“"',g(v) = e'‘"‘-,*>g(x)
whenever ojny = x. Comparing (8.3) with a similar equation for I# we have 
(f-gMl/)/g(V) *s constant for all y such that oA"y ~ x, for all At S 0. When A is 
aperiodic we deduce that we have a non-trivial solution of (8.2) contradicting our 
assumption. When A is not aperiodic a similar but slightly more complicated 
argument can be given. The proposition is proved.
We shall need the inequality
(8.4) \\Lkg\\t £ C||g||. + ||g||,0*
(some constant C > 0), which is easily established, in the proof of
Proposition 14. If L g ” e ‘"g has no ntm-trivial solution then p ( L ) <  1.
Proof. Choose g with 11 |g| 11« S 1; then for all n 2 0, L”g e (At: 11 |At| 11( £ 
C + 1} and by the | | x compactness of this ball there is an accumulation point 
k of { L"g}. Hence
Hell. *  l| i« IL  *  ••• *  11*11» -  lli-"*ll.
for all n 2 0. If ||lc||„ -f 0 then k/\\k\\x contradicts Proposition 13. Conse­
quently ||L"g||ae -* 0 as n -» oo and we have, by (8.4),
||Ling||, S CHL-gH. + 6"\C • ||g|L + ||g||#®"] < 1
for large n. By the | | K compactness of { Ac: 11 |Ac| 11( S, 1), we have
*
sup(||/."g||,; |||g|||,S 1} < 1
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for large n. Hence
p(L) = inf sup {1I |L"g| 11#7": 111*111. * 1} < 1 
Rs^ iac toloo. ft Set" (Q'<e>) ... ,We continue witn the assumption that (8.2) has no non-trivial solution.
Choose 0 < a < 1 such that k"p( L) < 1 (where A is k X Jc) and write L‘ 
for if xf. Because the maps s -  8"e*' °f\ $ —  p{L') • k" (where s - a + iv) 
are continuous and upper semi-continuous respectively and lioth are strictly 
smaller than 1 at s = h + it, we have
and -V( m ) £
Thus f is 
theorem (P
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and N(m) <, k". Hence
i/m
ns £  e •«"«*» =nsi\7 + ■•• + \x(m)i1/i
write L’ 
= a + it)) 
re strictly
S p(L*)*“ < 1.
Thus f is analytic and non-zero on the disc D. Combining this with Ruelle’s 
theorem ( Proposition 11 ) we have
Proposition 15. If Lg = e'“g has no non-trivial solution then f has a 
non-zero analytic extension to a neighbourhood of £(s) S h, except for a simple
Combining the remark of Section 6 and Propositions 12 and 15, we have 
now proved, for <J> an Axiom A flow restricted to a basic set, the following:
Theorem 1. I f  </> is not topologically weak-mixing then f has a nowhere 
vanishing extension to 3t(s) > h - t (some e > 0) in which £ is simply periodic 
with least period ia (where a > 0 is the least eigen frequency) and £ is analytic 
except for simple poles at h + nia, n e Z.
If <f> is topologically weak-mixing then f has a nowhere vanishing analytic 
extension to an open neighbourhood of &(s) i h except for a simple pole at 
s = h.
In this section we count the number of closed orbits of the Axiom A flow <f> 
restricted to a basic set and obtain asymptotic formulas by following the
flow will play the role of Riemann’s zeta function in the proof. For each closed 
orbit t  of <(> define Nh{r) - eX{f,h where the least period of r  and h is the 
topological entropy of <t>.
For purely computational purposes it is convenient to introduce fictitious 
orbits and an analogue of von Mangoldt's function. A fictitious orbit is a formal 
product
where r, are genuine closed orbits and /, are positive integers. (Primed orbits will
pole at s = h. (In particular the flow af is topologically weak-mixing.)
9. Extending £ for an Axiom A flow
10. Number theory
l/m Wiener-Ikehara [ 15] proof of the prime number theorem. The f function for the
always denote fictitious orbits. Genuine orbits will have no prime.) For such an
**(*')-**(*, )'■••• ^ (Tm )'- 
A(r') — log Nh(r) if r' = r', / & 1 
=■ 0 otherwise.
&<•)-««*>-11(1 -N„(r) ’) ‘
T
= exp£ £  t ^s(t) *’r t-i *
which converge when 5f(s) > 1. (The critical l>ehaviour we investigated in 
Section 8 now occurs on the line df(s) “ 1.)
Taking logarithmic derivatives we have
(10.1) FTT ” - D°* N„{t) t  Nh(r) m*H'®' r m — 1
— — £  A T^ \ provided J/(s) > 1. 
t' Nh(r')
We consider the two cases when <J> is or is not weak-mixing separately.2 tj1) If </> is not weak-mixing then there exists a = exp such that S\( r') is 
a positive integral power of a (a is the least eigenfrequency). Thus
(10.2) 77iT “ - £ a n ' £  A(r').
n - 1  Nfc(r* )“ a"
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Using simple periodicity and noting that £*(«)/£*(*) 
1 + nia/h, n e Z, with residue — 1, we have
tt(«)
M«>
— 2irh/a_ g 2wh(t- l)/m + «(*)
has simple poles at
where </>( s ) is analytic and simply periodic in #( » ) > 1 — e. 
Hence in the same region we have
«. _  2 l , t i  y  e ( l * n h ) / a  . e  l U n h O / a  +  W>( *  )
M*> a ™-o
and by ( 10.2) we conclude that
Z  A(t')~ —
converges to z
we have
P r o p o s i t
2) If <f> is 
where, as l>ef 
Evidentl
where is 
theorem (cf.
Propos
Whe
Pro
Proof.
Since in t
4
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converges to zero exponentially fast (cf. [12]). Hence defining
F ( y ) -  £  A ( t ') ,
we have
Proposition 16. If <i> is not topologically weak-mixing then 
F(y) ~ log a £  a".
C ' ( S  ) *oc2) If <j> is topologically weak-mixing then by ( 10.1) —- — — / x ' dF( x )S/i (*) 'l
where, as before, F( x ) — £  A( r').
Evidently
x ~ * dF(x) — -+(•)
where is analytic in a neighlxjurhood of £(s) i 1. Ikehara's Taiilierian 
theorem (cf. [15]) therefore ensures that
Proposition 17. If <t> is topologically weak-mixing F(y) — y.
Whether or not <t> is weak-mixing we have
Proposition 18. F( x ) - ir( x ) • log x, where rr( x ) — { r: Nh{ r) £ x}.
Proof. By definition,
F(x) - £  A(r')
Nh( f ' ) s *
- £  log r ) — £  k log Nh( t).
k highest
Since in the latter sum k we have_[ lo8*[log NJ t)
S £  logx - w(x) logx.
*»<»>*«
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7r(x )For the other direction, we need to show first that -  ,  -* 0 as r - *  oo 
whenever o > 1:
T h eorem  : 
topological entn 
(i) I f  + is t
« • ) -  n d - w 1 ^ n a - *  •)•*
-  ( l  -  x t ' ' *' .
„  log f (o ) w( x )
Hence ^  o à  ^  , (o > o), and therefore n(x) /x°  -» 0 as x -* oc.
Now let a < 1 and define y = | j ■ Evidently,
ir(x) = ir(y) + £  1 
|»<Nt(r)sx
(ii) // <i> it 
eigen frequency
University or
/ v log ty T r) Z " ( v )  + £  M '
N„(r)Sx '«8!/
*  *<«') + logo £  A (t,)  log v JV»(T >S*
[1] L  M Abram«
[2] V. M Alme*
Phys. Repoi
[3] R Bowen, E< 
|4] . Peri.
"  w(v) +
log!/
Hence
[51 . Sym 
[6] . Ewd
Springer-Vi 
[71 D A Heihal,
ir(x) £  ff(v) + — ------ -----------------
o(log x -  log log x)
and
(1976). 441
[8] A. Manninc,
3(1971). 21
[9] G. A Marcui
curvature. 1
F(x) r (logx)rr(x) , ir(y) f F(x) log x 
* * yl/* ®* (log x — loglog x) ’
Since ,,i/« 0 ■* x, V — « and since is IxMinded alxive byn a * V % )Propositions 18 and 17, we have
—  F (x ) 
and
[10) W Parry ant
67. C U P .
[11) W Parry. A
suspension:
[12) D Ri e l l e . 1
[13) P Sauna» an
[14) J a. G. Sinai.
ol negative 
[13] N. W iener. 1 
(1967).
n— * ( x )  • log X 1c./ v £ for all 0 < o < 1. r t x j  o
The proposition is therefore proved.
Combining Propositions 16, 17 and 18 we have proved our second theorem:
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T h eorem  2. Let <t> be an Axiom A flow restricted to a basic set with 
topological entropy h.
(i) // <t> is topological weah-mixing then
(ii) If <f> is not topologically weak-mixing and if a is the least positive 
eigenfrequency then
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ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION OF CLOSED
GEODESICS
Mark Pollicott
SO. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we are concerned with geodesic*^lows on 
the unit tangent bundle of compact surfaces of constant 
negative curvature [2] [12]. One way to study the lengths
of closed geodesics is to use the work of Selberg [15] , [28]
In this paper we develop a different approach. We apply 
results for suspension flows with the aid of the symbolic 
dynamics for geodesic flows due to C. Series [25], [26].
In recent work Parry and the author have derived 
asymptotic estimates for the number of closed orbits of an 
Axiom A flow [23]. (In the Axiom A case the proof is 
heavily dependent on the remarkable work of Bowen [5]).
Axiom A flows subsumes the case of geodesic flows for 
surfaces of constant negative curvature. There is a 
definite loss in generality in studying only geodesic 
flows. However, in this special case we are able to 
derive additional results of a more geometric nature. 
Furthermore, we are able to avoid the complicated machinery 
of Markov partitions needed for Axiom A flows.
In Section 1 we recall some known results for 
suspension flows. As an application we relate the unique
- 2 -
equilibrium state for a Hôlder continuous function (on a 
subshift of finite type) to the distribution of periodic 
points. Section 2 contains a short exposition of symbolic 
dynamics for geodesic flows. In Section 3 we relate the 
zeta functions for the geodesic flow and the suspension 
flow associated with it. In Section 4 we recover«results 
of Margulis and Bowen on the distribution of closed 
geodesics. In the final section we give two new results 
relating the distribution of closed geodesics to the topology 
of the surface.
I would like to thank Keith Burns and Caroline Series 
for helpful comments. I would also like to thank the
S.E.R.C. for their financial support.
I am particularly grateful to William Parry for his 
encouragement and help throughout the course of this work.
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§ 1. CLOSEU ORBITS FOR SUSPENDED FLOWS
Let A be an irreducible k x k zero-one matrix and 
define
oo
Ea = {x € n{1,...,k} I A(xn ,xn+1) = 1 for all n e X).— OO
« n d < r s ! ^ E A by < « > « - * 0 + 1 *
Given 0 < 0 < 1 we define a metric on Eft by d(x,y) = 6 , 
where n > 0 is the largest integer such that
xi = yi' I1 ! < n“1•
Assume that f; EA -*• R + is Lipschitz i.e. there exists 
C > 0 s.t. |f(x) - f(y)| < Cd(x,y) for all x,y £ Eft.
The a u8penaion space is defined to be
E^ = {(x,r)|x £ Ea# 0 < r < f(x)}
where (x,f(x)) and (ox,0 ) are identified.
The auBpenaion flow o^ is given locally by o^ .(x,r) =
(x,r + t), with appropriate identifications. If we assume 
that sup ih(m) - fdm|m o-invariant} = 0 then the
> ftopological entropy h(o ) is unity. [23] (Hero h(m) is the 
entropy of <J with respect to m ) f
Furthermore the measure of maximal entropy for o is
p x i/Jfdp, where p is the unique measure attaining the
above supremum and K is linear Lebes^ue measure.
The suspended flow is called (topologically) weak-mixing
if Fo^ ■ eiatF has no non-trivial solution (F £ C(E.)). t n
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A closed o-orbit lx,ox,...,om- 1 x) (where amx = x) corresponds 
to a closed o^-orbit of length fm (x) = f(x) + ... * f la x). 
The following result was proved in [22].
Proposition 1
Let k.j; -*• be Lipschitz and of a weak-mixing suspension A
flow then
( 1 . 1 ) Z - „ m 
m= 1
k m (x)e-sfm(x)
jkdy/| fdp
mo x=x
s- 1 <P (s)
where «Ms) is analytic on a neighbourhood of (s|R(s) >  1).
This proposition has an immediate interpretation in 
terms of closed orbit distributions. We write A(t) B(t) 
A(t) /B (t) 1 as t "*• 00 • let 0(A (t)) denote a term
whose ratio to A(t) is hounded above.
Proposition 2
Let k si ® + be Lipschitz then
(i) Z 1
efm(x)<t
log t
(ii) Z k (x) ~ t Kdp/ fdpfm (x) •  *ef 'x,<t
where of is weak-mixing (summations are over all periodic 
m_orbits {x,ox,...,o x}).
-5-
Proof
Denote Fk (t) km (x).
efm<*Ut
We can rewrite (1.1) as
kdw/
J, t_S dFk (t) s -
fdw
<)> (s)
The Ikehara-Wiener Tauberian theorem [29] then gives 
that Fk (t) ^ tjkdp/Jfdp. This completes the proof of (ii) 
For part (i) take G(t) = 1  1* ThenrlH / v )ef tx,<t
rt, *__J-- dF,(r) + 0(1). We can rewrite this asG(t) = J2 log r f
follows
r Ff (r) i|fc + jt  Ff i
(r)
L log r '^2 J2 r(log
— -j ai
r)
t , ft r dr
log t l^ 2 r(log r)Z
t 1[ r f  - c 1
log t 'L log r-*2 J2 log t
dt
*i(t) -v.
(Since *i(t) - [* — -—  <*t -v t —
¡2 log t log t
log t 
) .
This completes the proof.
-6-
Remarks
(i) By a similar manipulation of Riemann-Stieltjes 
integrals other asymptotic results can be deduced e.g.
= log log t ♦ 0 (1 ).
Then following the arguments of [14], S22.18 we can
prove
(ii) The error terms for the asymptotic estimates depend 
on the extension of <Hs) to R(s) < 1. For geodesic flows 
(which we shall see give rise to suspension flows) the 
error is 0(ta), for some 0 < a < 1, in Proposition 2 ([15], 
p. 64). For certain locally constant functions, however, 
this can never be the case (c.f. [18] Ch. 5 and [24] §5).
(iii) William Parry has shown the author that (1.1) may 
be generalised to:
- 7 -
Z
m=1
2
ra Zma x=x
(g^.-.g^)(x)e 
[fm (x) ] k * 1
-sfm (x) Ig.jdp . .. 9kdW
[jfdp]k
+ 4> (s)
where g ,...»g^ € FQ and 4> (s) is analytic on a neighbourhood 
of {s |R (s) > 1 }. *.
Application (of Proposition ?.)
Let pQ be the measure of maximal entropy for 
o:lA ■* Z^. It is well known that if QQ (t) = {x|onx = x, n < t)
then -— — j-rr Z 6 converges to pn in the weak*card Qq It) x£Qo (t) x u
topology. (Here 6 is the measure consisting of a single 
atom at x) [1] p. 302.
Let h:£. ■* K  be Lipschitz and denote its pressure . 
by P(h) . By replacing h by h - P(h)
we may assume that P(h) = 0. Furthermore by adding a
coboundary we may assume that f = - h > 0. (This requires
the Ruelle operator theorem c.f. [23]). If p is the unique
equilibrium state for h then this is unaltered by the above
changes.
Assume is weak-mixing. Define Q(t) = [x|onx » x, 
nP(h) - hn (x) < t) then by Proposition 2 , Car<]1Q ( t7
converges to p in the weak* topology
Z 6
xCQ(t) x
If of is not weak-mixing then it can be represented 
(after recoding) by a constant suspension. Therefore the 
weak* approximation of maximal measures again shows that
6 converges to p. x 3
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1
Card Q (t) txCQ(t)
§2. SYMBOLIC DYNAMICS FOR GEODESIC FLOWS
Let M be a compact Riemann surface of curvature k = -1
(and genus g > 2) . Topologically M is a g-hol ed torus.
Define the geodesic flow <f>t:T.jM -* T^M on the unit tangent
bundle as follows: Given (x0 ,vQ) £ T.|M let y£R -*■ M be the
unique (unit speed) geodesic passing through xQ, in
direction vQ, at time t = 0 i.e. y(0 ) = xQ and y(0) = vQ.
Then define <f>t <x0«v0> = (y(t), y(t)). Thus closed ^-orbits
in T^M correspond to closed geodesics in M.
Let D be the Universal covering space for M and
n:D -*• M the projection. Let r be the group of covering
transformations (i.e. g 6 r is an isometry g:D D s.t. ng = u)
Since g > 2, the Universal cover D is the Poincare disc
2 2 dr2{zI |z| < 1 } with metric dx + dy = ---- 5 —7  (where dx, dy
d-r r
are increments in the hyperbolic metric, and dr is an 
increment in the Euclidean metric) [20] [21].
With respect to this metric the geodesics in D are 
circular arcs meeting S^ orthogonally [3].
Since r is a finitely generated, discontinuous group 
of isometries on D it forms a Fuchsian group. Elements 
g € T are necessarily linear fractional transformations of 
the from g(z) * ^ — t— where |a| 2 - |b| 2 “ 1 [13]. Let
bz ♦ a
r Q be a finite set of generators for r ,  together with 
their inverses.
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To find a canonical representation for M in D look 
at the loci {z| |g'(z)| = 1} = C(g), where g £ r f l . These
are geodesic arcs in D called isometric circles. If 
g € rQ then gC(g) = C(g 1) [13]. Furthermore g takes
the ’interior' of C(g) to the 'exterior' of C(g 1).
Since r is the group of covering transformations we 
may identify M and D/r.  The region R exterior to all of 
the isometric circles C(g), g £ Tq , is called the F u n d a m e n t a l  
region. Since R is a 'maximal' set for which two points are 
not identified it represents M in the covering space D.
(Label the elements o f T 0 by , g,,»... oo that the 
isometric circles 0 ( ) *  0(g,),... encircle R in an anti­
clockwise direction). .
-11-
O'l
(The isometric circles are arranged so that R is bounded 
away from S1).
Other representations of M are given by gR, g € T. 
Together these ’tile* the disc D by representations all of 
the same size (in the hyperbolic metric).
By following images of 0 (under D  around any vertex 
of R we get the unique defining relation for r.((131 S27.)
-12-
A simplifying assumption iss
<*) For each g 6 r Q, C(g) is covered by images of 3R 
under T. 18], 125].
2 1 1Consider the piecewise C map T:S -*• S given by
T (z> » g^z), * £ I3!'3!*!*- (Here 1+1 is 9iven modul° 48>* 
For large N, | (J*V | > 1 and given x € S1 we may choose a
sequence <9i(n))n«o 80 that e [ai (n) ' ai (n) 1 * '
Similarly for the map T(z) ■ g^iz), z G 1 •
Here y G S1 gives rise to a sequence (g^]n)> where
€ lbj(n)'bj(n)^1]*
Theorem 1 (Series [25]) +-
There exists a subshift (not of finite type) £ £ H J V  
a HOlder continuous function h«E ♦ R +l and a continuous
-13-
surjection n: Eh T^M such that ito^  = 4»tw and tt is bounded- 
to-one.
A sequence w = <qr (n) > n_ °° gives rise to expansions 
for two points x,y £ S1. (Let (gr(n)>n=1 re Prese n t a 
T -expansion for x, and (grj_ n j )n = 0 a T~exPansion for
y). These two points on S1 uniquely determine a gpodesic y 
on D. Flowing from (w,0) to (w,h(w)) corresponds to the unit 
tangent vector moving along y n R. (Complications arise 
if y n R = <J>, when R is replaced by another representation 
gR, g £ D  .
Note
Series shows that the condition (*) is not essential 
and a flow which satisfies this condition can be related to 
one which does not by a quasi-conformal mapping ((25] §6).
The measure of maximal entropy for 4» is the Riemann 
measure ((6] p. 420). Furthermore the geodesic flow <|> is 
topologically weak-mixing (11).
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§3. CLOSED ORBITS AND ZETA FUNCTIONS
To use the results of Section 1 we need to replace 1
by a subshift of finite type E*.
Bowen and Series constructed a Markov partition for
T:S1 ■* S1 as follows: For each vertex v^ of R let Nfv^*
be those geodesic arcs passing through v^ which are images 
of C(g) (g € r0> under r 18]
Let W be the points where arcs in U Niv^ meet S . 
If we still assume (*) then {a^}, {b^} S w - Furthermore 
TW «= W (here we could take T(a^) to be either or
g i 1*a i* and this would be true) [8].
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The points W therefore divide up into a Markov
partition. Let £* be the one-sided shift of finite type
given by this Markov partition. Since this new partition
refines the old one there is an obvious map it£A "♦ E
(where I+ is the one-sided subshift corresponding to I).*
This extends to iilft + E . We want to compare closed orbits
in rho1 and T.M. There will be a one-one correspondence A 1
unless a T^M closed orbit has an EA expansion which is not 
unique. By periodicity it suffices to compare closed 
orbits for a : £A -*■ £* and T :S1 - S1. In this case the only 
difficulty is when x £ W.
Let
*1 = (x £ W | X € n (v 1) n <ai »ai-t-11 *
*2 = {X € W | x € N(vi+i) n Iai,ai+1
i . ,i
X1 = u i V  X2
U I,. i z
N e x t  let I* “ ( b 1 ( g ^ ) , . . . ,bk ( g ^ ) } a n d  I^ m 1« ( g ^ ) » • • • * «  (9^))» 
w h e r e ,  i n  p a r t i c u l a r ,  b 1 <gi > » b ± a n d  a k (gi ) = « i + 1 - T h e  
e l e m e n t s  o f  I*, I* a r e  l i s t e d  i n  t h e  o r d e r  i n  w h i c h  t h e y  a r e  
l a b e l l e d  a r o u n d  S 1 . (Here k = 2 0 - 1 ) .  B e c a u s e  o f  t h e s e  
d e f i n i t i o n s  g i  I* £  I., a n d  g y ij c  Ij. F u r t h e r m o r e
rTar (g^1)“ ar_1(gj) (f°r some J- J(r,i) )
T b r ( g " 1 )- b r + 1 (gj t ) (for s o m e  j ' =  j ' ( r , i )  )
( In fact* J(r#i) = 1  - 1 ( r ^ 1 )» J(l»i) = i - 2 and
= i + 1 ( r  \  k  ), =  i + ? ).
-16-
where j , j' and r,r- 1  and r+ 1 are given modulo 4 5
and modulo k respectively 
Note
The canonical case is where the isometric circles have 
the clockwise ordering
3 4 $ Ï-1 *5 •*
’’ P8qBPB q 8 (c.f. [2 1 ]).
In this case follows g i 1 in the cyclic sequence
q 8 PBqBP 6 • * * q 1 1 p 1 q 1 p 1 1 •
(These two sequences are closely connected with the surface 
symbol and the defining relation [2 1 ]) .
If g is even then we have that 1^  contains 2 0 T -orbits 
of period 2 (2 0 - 1 ). If 8 is odd then I 1 contains 4 orbits 
of period 0 (2 0 - 1 ).
Points in I 1 lie between two intervals in the Markov 
partition. A consistent choice of intervals to the left 
or to the right for each T-orbit (in 1 )^ gives rise to twice 
the number of o-orbits. The set I2, however, does not give 
rise to any additional orbits in E^. This is because the 
choice of intervals to the right breaks down at a^. Thus
Vi O 4the primitive closed orbits for $ and a differ by only a 
finite number l of orbits of length C (corresponding to 
o-orbits of period p), say. (Here p and l depend only on 
0 , the genus of the surface. The actual value of thene 
constants will prove to be unimnortant.).
- 1 7 -
Comparing zeta functions we see that _
C.(s) = n (1 - e-sX(T))_1V T
(Here the product is over closed orbits t of length X(x))
oo _ i i in  i  > -c —s n C ». r 1 _ -shi (x) ® e )= exp ( E — E e - l Z —
m omx=x
—sC= c . .(s) exp - i log (1 -e )
o*"'
coh''|(S)(, -  e'sC)*
Remarks
(i) Let G(z) be the generating function for homotopy class 
word lengths then:
G(z) = E zn. Card {Homotopy classes length n). 
n= 1
Cannon has shown that G(z) is rational [10]. Let us consider
the generating function for free homotopy classes <^(z)•
••
Every tree homotopy class corresponds to exactly one closed 
geodesic ([4], VII.6 ). Thus
OO
n (z) » E zn Card {Free homotopy classes length n}
0 n - 1
«> n » np
» i —  Card {xlox » x} - i E — n ' - nn* 1 n= 1
lo, [ -Ifcüi-]
1 det(I-zA)J
In particular, exp O^z) is rational
(ii) Let a > 0 be the growth rate of cyclically reduaed words i.e. 
those corresponding to closed geodesics. Then e is a pole 
for G^z) and so a zero of the polynomial det(I-zA) . Thus 
ea is an algebraic number.
Notice that since <J> and o^ 1  ^have closed orbits of 
h®ithe same lengths o
-18-
is weak-mixing [7].
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§4. ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS FOR CLOSED GEODESICS
In [16], Hejhal gives an asymptotic formula for the 
number of closed geodesics on a surface of constant negative 
curvature. We shall now give a proof with a more dynamic 
flavour.
Let v(t) be the number of closed geodesics oi. length 
at most t. Then v(t) = v^(t), the number of closed <j>-orbits 
of period at moat t.
Theorem 2 (Margulis, c.f. Hejhal [15], [16])
Let M be a compact surface of curvature « = -1 then 
t
v(t) -v .
Proof
-sC. IWe saw in the previous section that c (s) = C ..¡(s) J 1-e )
v  a
and in particular there are only l additional primitive closed
Vi.orbits for o*'*'compared with <J> (each of length C) . Thus 
(t) differ only 
v (t) ♦ Ut/C] .
v (t) and v . . by iterates of these orbits
♦ <r
1 *- v > (tl - t t
By Proposition 2 v (t) -v efc/t thus v (t) n, e /t.a"*4 ™
This completes the proof.
We can also approach the problem of distribution of
closed orbits on T^M. Let B be a subset of T^M whose 
boundary has measure zero. Let vB (t) be the h>bo.l In»'«
in 0  «# penocio cxy* oi «'cot b.
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Theorem 3 (Bowen [6 ], cf. Parry [22])
Let M be a compact surface of curvature K = -1, and 
let B c T^M have m(3B) = 0, then vB (t) ~ e*
Proof-------------  *
We already know this result is true for suspension
flows and that the scalar m(B)/m(M) is appropriate. Again
the only difference is due to a finite number of orbits.
This contributes a difference of order t. Therefore the
result follows.
Remark
The above theorem shows that closed orbits are uniformly 
distributed in T^M (with respect to m). This means that 
closed geodesics are uniformly distributed on M (with 
respect to Riemann measure) and in direction (with respect 
to Lebesgue measure).
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§ 5. FURTHER DISTRIBUTION RESULTS
By following the formulation due to C. Series we
are able better to describe the distribution of closed
orbits with respect to the topological structure. Under
the assumption (*) the sides of R form closed loops from6-
arcs of closed geodesics. Topologically these loops 
ring the holes in the surface or pass through such holes.
We can interpret a geodesic as passing through a hole if 
it cuts the first type of loop. Similarly we may interpret 
a geodesic as circling a hole if it traverses the second 
type of loop.
For a closed geodesic t let w (t ) be the total number of such 
crossings by x . Assume that the corresponding o -orbit
-22-
lies over a o-periodic point onx = x € 1^. Then the period
of x is the number of crossing of R, say, i.e. w(-t) = n.
loop corresponding to C(g) n R.
Theorem 4
Let M be a compact surface with curvature k - -1 
and satisfying (*) then
(where we take ■* K  to be the constant function 1 ).
Equatinghl"(x) with X(t) and n with w(t) we have the result. 
(The additional primitive closed orbits making no difference 
to the asymptotic formula).
(ii) Let c l be those sequences representing geodesics
follows from Proposition 2(ii) by taking k * X B (after
extending Proposition 2 to k ^ X g  by approximation.).
For q e let w (t ) be the number of crossings of the= 0 g
(i) There exists C > 0 such that 1 w (t) ^ Cefc.X(t)<t
(ii) For g € rQ there exists Cg > 0 such that
Proof t
(i) By Proposition 2(ii) we know
crossing C(g) D R, say The result
9
-23-
Remark
If C (g) n R has length Mg) then C(g) = i (g)/n .voiM.
If 3R has length t(3R) then C = i OR) / v . voi.M.
The above theorem relates lengths of closed geodesics 
to their intersections with fixed geodesics C(g). We want 
to adapt these ideas to accommodate self-intersections.
Let M be a manifold of infinite volume where generators in 
rQ satisfy C(gi) n C (g^) *= <t> with g L ><3^  * rQ, <gl t 9j) •
[17], [27].
A geodesic y in D is labelled by a bi-infinite sequence 
from r Q. Let y cut C(g0), g ^ C C g ^ ,  g0 1 g 1 1 C(g2), 901g1 (g3*
where we start in R. Furthermore, going in the opposite 
direction assume y cuts C(g_^), g_ 1 c (9 _2 »^
We represent y by the sequence (g ) [27].
9 •
9 • • •
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If the geodesic y lies in the non-wandering set II 
(which includes all closed geodesics) then the sequence 
does not terminate. The only admissibility condition is 
that g is not followed by g Admissible sequences form
a shift of finite-type Z^. For a geodesic y with a sequence 
x € IA let r(x) be the hyperbolic length of y fl R. Then 
r:£A -*• R + is Holder continuous. There is a topological 
conjugacy n s Z *  ■* T fit s.t. ito^  = 4>n.
In order that a geodesic on M intersects itself it
must have distinct lifts to D which cross. The number of
self-intersections is exactly the number of such intersections
in D. The most obvious case is if liftings y and y‘ enter
and leave R by isometric circles which alternate around S 1
i.e. If y,y ' have expansions x,y then xQ / yQ and x_ 1 f y_1
and the pairs C(x~1), C(x_.j) and C(y~1), C(y_1) separate
each other around S1. We may refine this: Let
w ■ [w_n * • • • *wn_i^  and *et p (w > be the set 2 n-cylinders
which differ from w only at both ends (in -n and n - 1
co-ordinates) i.e. for w' » [w^n ,...,w^_1] £ P(w);
w' t w , w' , f w ,, w. ■» wj (-n < i < n-1). Furthermore,—n -n n- 1  n—i 1  1
impose the condition on P(w) that the circular arcs 
wQw 1 ... c <wnli>* w~!jw~ 2 • • >c (w_n> separate 
w^w'...C(wn"]) and w *” 1 w £ - 1  ... C(w^R) (c.f. [8 )).
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If x defines a geodesic then a self-intersection occurs
if x € w and okx € w' € P(w). We can count the number of such
self-intersections (given omx = x) as Sn (x) =
ll E [ X J m (x) [Xy. 1 1 m (x) where \ u is a characteristic function. 
2 w w ' £ P ( w r J *
The number of self-intersections per unit length
is S (x)/rm (x). Consider n
n (s) E
W
w 1€P(w)
{ Em= 1
2m
omx=x
[ X j ( x ) [ X w. l m(x) 
2  . rm (x)
n
s — 1 + ifi(s) where l — —  Erdp w
w ’€P(w)
W (w) . w(w') .
Thus an nth approximation to counting self-intersections
Sn (T) tof closed orbits is E ^ in e •X(x)<t
We now consider the limit of these approximations.
Let S(t ) be the number of self-intersections of t. Define 
B c (S1 x S1) x (S1 x S1) by
- i (x1 fx 2 ,yi,y2) «xi<yj<xJc<yjL lie in order around S 1 , 
{i,k> - {j,*} * {1*2} ; ^
B
- 2 6 -
Theorem 5
r s -v (it y x n y)(B).et /2
X(T)<t ^
This follows by approximation. Thus the average number of 
self-intersections per unit length is (tt y * n w) (B) /2.
-27-
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APPENDIX: A SURVEY OF SYMBOLIC DYNAMICS FOR
AXIOM A FLOWS
§0. REFLECTIONS ON AXIOM A FLOWS
This appendix is included for the benefit of the reader 
and is purely expository. In a number of places we have 
omitted rigorous proofs in the interests of brevity. 
References to the original material are given where 
appropriate.
Axiom A flows are generalisations of Anosov flows that 
were first introduced by Smale [13] (Anosov flows include 
the special case of geodesic flows on surfaces of constant 
negative curvature ([1] §14)). For the Axiom A case interest
is centred on the basic sets. These contain the most 
interesting activity and in particular contain the periodic 
orbits. However they need not have any of the differential 
structure of the manifold in which they are contained. We 
shall try to emphasize the different properties of the 
manifold and the basic set when used.
The study of Axiom A flows was greatly advanced by the 
work of Bowen [2], [3], [4]. Bowen showed that such flows
could be very closely modelled by suspension flows. In terms 
of the maximal measures this correspondence is a measure 
isomorphism conjugating the flows.
Topologically there is 'almost' a conjugacy of the
- 2 -
flows (the difficulty being confined to a 'thin' set). 
Furthermore a combinatorial result (Manning's lemma ([2] §5))
actually permits numbers of closed orbits to be compared for 
each flow.
The device used to actually construct the suspension 
flow is a Markov'partition on transverse sections,to the 
flow ([2], p.436). By incorporating a number of Bowen's 
most elegant arguments from the diffeomorphism case we 
show that their existence is a natural consequence of two 
important properties of the flow - expansiveness and the 
tracing property, (cf. [5] §3.0.
After constructing the symbolic flow the asymptotic 
growths of the numbers of closed orbits are compared.
We finally conclude with an outline of Manning's lemma 
applied in this context ((2] §5).
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§ 1. AXIOM A FLOWS 
1 .1 Definitions
Let <j>tsM -*■ M be a C 1 flow on a compact manifold M. A 
compact invariant set A, containing no fixed points, is 
called h y p e r b o l i c if the tangent bundle restricted to A can 
be written as the Whitney sum of three D(t>t-invariant con­
tinuous sub-bundles
T.M = E 0 ES © EuA
where E is the one-dimensional bundle tangent to the flow, 
and there are constants C, X > 0 so that:
(a) II D4>t (v)|| < Ce'Xt II v l i , V € E8, 1t V o
(b) II DO_t <v >ll< Ce-Xt IMI, V € EU , ft Y o
The non-uandering Bet il is defined by
ii « {x € M;t for every neighbourhood V
* 0
> o,  a t V ft o s.t. 0 tv n v  t 0 ).
A closed ^-invariant set A c !) is called baeia if
(a) A contains no fixed points and is hyperbolic
(b) The periodic orbits in A are dense in A
(C) 4>t |A is topologically transitive
(d) A “ n «J..U, for some open set U a A. 
tCR
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The flow $ is said to satisfy A x i o m  A if 0 is a finite 
disjoint union of basic sets (together with a finite number 
of isolated fixed points.) ([13] p. 803).
1.2 Canonical Co-ordinates
Given x € A and e > 0 define:
w®(x) = (y € M:d(<|>tx,<|>ty) < e, (t > 0) j
d($tx,<i>ty) -*• 0 as t »}
w“ (x) = {y £ M:d (4>_tx 1 4>_ty > <  e* (t > 0) ;
d (4>_tx , 4>_ty) O a s t + oo}
It transpires that these are C^ submanifolds of M
satisfying: (for small e > 0)
♦t We(X> E WStCe-At <4>tx> (t > 0)
♦-t wc(x> s w:ce.xt U _ tx> (t > 0)
110], [11].
The significance of the stable and unstable manifolds
is that they induce oanoniaal ao-ordinatao i.e. for small 
e > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that if x,y € A and d(x,y) < 6 
then there exists a unique v « v(x,y) £ K  with |v| < e
n w " (y )  i 0 -
and
-5-
Furthermore, this intersection is a single point <x,y> £ A
[13] [12].
[The maps v, < , > are continuous on
{(x,y) £ A x A s d(x,y) < 6}].
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§2. TWO IMPORTANT PROPERTIES OF AXIOM A FLOWS 
2.1 Expansiveness
We call a continuous flow ip on a compact metric space X 
e x p a n s i v e if Ve > 0, 36 > 0, such that whenever d(ip^x, ’J'gjtjY) 
(all t € ]R, some x,y € X and some continuous, monotonically 
increasing function s JR -*• K  with s(0) = 0) then y ■= <f>vx for 
some |v| < e .
Remark
This can be interpreted loosely as saying that:
"If the orbits of x and y are sufficiently close, for all 
time, then x and y share the same orbit".
Proposition (Bowen ((4] p.4))
For an Axiom A flow <p (restricted to a basic set A)
<j>t s A -*■ A is flow expansive
2.2 The tracing property
Let ip be a flow on a compact metric space X.
For e* T > 0 an (c,T)-chain is a pair of bi-infinite
sequences ( (xn> , (tR) ) satisfying tR > T and d(<pt xn»xn*i> < en
(all n € S).
We say a point x £ X 6 - t r a o e e  an (e,T)-chain if there 
exists a continuous monotonically increasing function 
s:K -*• »  with s(0 ) = 0 such that:
- 7 -
(i) d (d> .. . x , <t. . x ) "*s(t) Yt-a(n) n <
n-1
where a(n) = Z t. < t < i=0
a(n+1) and
(ii) d(<t>s(t)x' <)>t+8(n)xn) <
-1
where B(n) = Z > t >, e (n-1) .i=-n
Proposition (Franke and Selgrade [9])
For an Axiom A flow $ (restricted to a basic set A) 
and T, 6 > 0 there is an e > 0 such that every (e»T)-chain 
in A can be ¿-traced.
Remark
Intuitively this means that fragments of orbits can 
be approximated by a •complete' orbit.
Remark
Bowen and Walters have shown that expansiveness is 
sufficient to model the flow by a suspension (not necessarily 
HOlder continuous) over a subshift (not necessarily of finite 
type) (8 ].
Remark
For Axiom A diffeomorphisms Bowen showed that the Markov 
partition arises in a very elegant way as a consequence of 
an appropriate tracing property [5].
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§3. DIFFERENTIAL TOPOLOGY (ON THE MANIFOLD)
In this section we confine ourselves to the structure 
of the actual manifold M. Proofs of results in this 
section can be found in Section 7 of [2].
Given a > 0, choose D 1 ,...,Dn differentiable closed 
discs transverse to the flow satisfying
(i) diam D^ < a
(ii) for i i< j, either Di n <t>[0f4a] Dj * ♦ or
Dj n ♦ [0 .4a] °i = *•
(c.f. [2] p. 455).
The lemmas in this section are consequences of the 
structure of 4>.
Since Dif W®(x), W^(x) are all C 1 we have the following 
Lemma 1 (Bowen)
There exists C 1 > 0 such that for x € ft A and 
y € W®(x) n ♦ [_0 >0 ]Di V e we (x) n *[~a,a]Di) th®n
d(Pn (y),x) > C.d(y,x)
(where Pn (y) is the projection of y onto D^) .D 4
-9-
The above lemma is used to prove the following:
Lemma 2 (Bowen)
For 0 < t < 1 there exists L such that for 
x € Dif y € ws (x,Di) with <0L (x), $L (y) € 4 (_2oi, 2a]D j 
then
d(PDj*L(x)' PD <(>L (y) ) < xd(x,y)
(and similarly for toWjv«. to'iXjO;) *
Because $:M ■* M is C 1 then the flow satisfies certain 
Lipschitz conditions
- 1 0 -
Lemma 3
Given L > 0, there exists C2 > 0 such that x,y £ 
and |t| < 2L means d U tx,4>ty) < C2 d(x,y).
Lemma 4 (Bowen)
There exists C ^  such that if x,y £ and $fcx € 
♦ ty € ♦ [_2 o ,2a]Dj then d U tX ' PD.*ty) < C3d(x'y)*
V
§4. MARKOV PARTITIONS (FOR THE BASIC SET)
In this section we restrict attention to A + A
A subset R c is called a rectangle if for all x,y € R,
prn <x,y> is defined and pr <x,y> € R.
Di ui
Choose closed rectangles B^ Ç A n int s.t.
(iii) > in ♦[-Ofo] < i«1 int Bi> (c'f*
0,-i îV.OuU tVxOS«.»' toil
(Here int is the interior of B^ as
(iv) b ± n ♦(-2a,2a] Bj * 0 ~ Bi C ♦ IU 3 ' ' i-ja,3a]Dj
(c.f. [2] p. 455).
Choose closed rectangles c int and 6 > 0 s.t.
(v) Any subset of A of diameter at most 36 lies in some 
♦ [-2 a,2 a]Ki" (c,f> 1 2 1 P ‘ 456,‘
4.1 Maps between sections
We would have liked the Ki to be used as a starting 
point in constructing the Markov'partition'. Unfortunately, 
the discontinuity of the Poincar^ map makes this difficult. 
The first step, therefore, is to define a family of maps 
which are only locally defined, but are continuous on their 
domains, (c.f. [2] p. 456).
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Cover each Kl by a finite family of closed sets 
s.t. diam 4>tV < 6 for all |t| < 2L, V C V 
By (v)s
V * - L V) - 4’t-2a,2a]Ka(v)
*■
b 6 U lv) E  ^[ -2a , 2a] Kb (v)
(for some a(V), b(V)).
Let eQ be the Lebesgue number of the covers and take
E 1 << £o t^o be made Precise later>•
Cover the K^'s by e^balls (in int Bi> i.e. tBe^(xn))n = 1
Nwhere (xn ) n=1 5
Because of this set up: Given xR choose V € Ul/± such
that B (x ) 5  V and define 
e 1
<  * Be1(xn) Ka(v)
by
■ \ lv)
(We define g~ » Be^(xn > Kb(v) in a similar way)
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Thus for x € Ki, x will lie in at least one ball in
the cover and g*(x) will be defined. Thus we have replaced
the discontinuous Poincare map on U K. with an ambiguouslyi 1
defined version which is locally continuous, (for the right 
choice o£ image) ((2] p. 456).
4.2 Construction of chains
We shall want to make use of the tracing property with
e -closeness of the tracing corresponding to c,-closeness of 
0
the chain. Providing we are judicious about our choice of 
( e , T ) -chains and trace sufficiently closely the ambiguous
-14-
definition of g + will be unimportant (because we shall only
need g+ defined locally).NFor x € U B (x ) we want to construct an (e ,T)-chain 
n- 1 e 1 n 1
which takes values in the finite set We proceed
as follows:
Assume x € B (x°), where x° € {x.}, then g+ is definedC « •*
so as 1 o 1to be continuous on B (x ) and we may choose x € {x }
e 1
with g (x) € B (x1) .
1
Proceeding inductively we construct x°,x ,x € {x^}
with d(xn , (g+)nx) < c^•
Let g ^ x  ) « 4>t (xn) (since g* corresponds to flowing 
n n
along the orbit of x).
Nn = 1
- 1 5 -
Then:
d ( 4> nxn fxn+1) < d (<(> nxn, (g+) + d( (g+)nx,xn+1)
< (C3 + 1)e1 < (by Lemma 4) , O \ O
(provided we cho se ^ •
Repeating the argument with we can construct
sequences
x^,x ^,x E (x^l and t , t , t >••• £ ®
with
and so
d(* tnxn+1'xn> < (c3 + 1)e1 ( f' <0>
d(xn+1,4 nxn) < C2 (C3 + 1)e1 < ca (by Lemma 3)
' X *(provided we cho se < C^TC^ + TT 9 9
Thus x € U B (x ) generates an (e.,T)-chain.
n - 1 C1 n
Note:
T is chosen small compared with d(D^,Dj), (i f j).
4 . 3  The Markov Partition
We now start on the construction of the Markov partition
(c.f. [51 §3.C, [2] §7).
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Let S = i(xn,tn) s d(<(> xn,xn+1) < e.} and
Si = {(xn,tn) € S : x = xi).
For (xn,tn), (yn ,sn) € S L define
, n _n ..n n <y ,S j x ,t >
—1 1 *1 . 0  . 1  1 f c* (... y ,xi#x ,...» ...s ,t ,t • ••» t =>1 *
•#
Given (xn ,tn) € S the tracing property provides x € A*D,- 
which e0-traces (xn ,tn). If e0 is small with respect to the 
expansive constant 6 , say, (corresponding to some e «  T) 
then x is uniquely defined. Write x ■ 9 (x ,t ) then 
9<yn,sn , xn,tn> - w“ (X T,)n W^(yT.)[5].
If 0 Cs^ ) ■ Ti then Tj_ is a rectangle.
- 1 7 -
Remark
Notice in particular that
W®(x,Ti) = 0{(zn ,tn)
W^tx,^) = 0{(zn ,tn)
zn = xn , n > 0 }
z11 = xn , n < 0 }.
If z € W^ iy^p.'pnd y € T ± and g+y e T j then write 
y = 0 (yn#tn) where y° » x^  ^and y 1 = xj •
If PD (z) € T j then PQ (z) £ W ^ y  ,T^ ) and PQ (z) =
6 (zn+\  sn+1), say, where (zn+1 ,sn+1) = (yn 1,tn ), n < 0 .
In particular we may write z = 0(z^,Sn ) and z £ 
i.e. z £ WU (y,Ti) (c.f. [2] p. 458). The importance of
this remark will be seen in the next section.
60 < <3,^
We know that prD < , > s (W®(x) n A) x (W^lx) n A) ■*
is a homeomorphism onto its image. From this it is possible 
to show that the rectangles are proper i.e. int Ti = Ti 
([2] p. 434).
Also int Ti = prD <int Wu (x,Ti>, int Ws (x,Ti>> and
int is also a rectangle (invariant under prD < » >)
([2], p. 432) .
If we define
3SR = (x a R : x l int Wu (x,R)}
3UR = {x e R s x t int WS (x,R))
3SR U 3UR, where R € tTi) ([2],then 3R
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§5. SYMBOLIC DYNAMICS
We are now able to start on the construction of the 
suspension flow. Given a point x f. A, its orbit is 
determined by the list of transverse rectangles it intersects 
(future and past). Its position in the orbit is then given 
by the time since last passing through U .
Let H s U T. -*■ U T. be the Poincare map. 
i 1 i
5.1 Constructing the shift-space 
Define a shift-space Z by:
We claim that 1 is a subshift of finite type (c.f. [2],
p. 437). It is sufficient to show there exists N > 0 s.t. if
lVi,,K > 0 ,  n H j=-k
jint Tg(j) t 0}
n h 
j- 1
PIT I
then fi H 3
N+1
j=0
Assume
Hjx € int Ts(j), 1 < j < N+1
0 < j < N
then z
LN I .
<x,y> € n H- 3  j - 0
-20-
I I 
I I
This needs elaboration:
(a) if g y Hfcy € T then pn * “P£H X 'H y> e Ts(t)‘1 s(t) Ds(t) °/tt)
By a Remark in the preceeding section we have
z € wu (y,Ts (0)) , particular z € Tg ( 0 )
(c. f.and in [2], p. 438) .
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(b) We need to show that z meets no new rectangles (c.f. [2],
p. 458).
Consider the situation x'f y' € TV then z' =pKx',y'> € Tj, 
Assume that Hx', Hy' € Tk but that Hz’ € T± Tk>. By 
assumption (iv) (of Section 4) x*,y' € PD Tk n T^. (Thus 
there exist 0 < s' < t' < a with <t>s ,(z') € 4>t,(z') € Tk> .
Furthermore, the rectangle property means that for 
z' € PD Ti n Tj then x' € PD T± fl T j (so there exists
0 < s < t < a with <t>s (x * ) € Tk, <J>t (x') € T^) .
This situation contradicts assumption (ii) of Section 3.
We can now use this as an inductive step to complete 
the proof.
By replacing x,y,z by PD x, Pr Y. Pr(N+1) ‘'s(N-H) ws(N+1)
and flowing in the reverse direction we can show
Pd s (N+ 1 ) Z € T « < N + D -
In the above constructions N is a constant (determined 
as a Bound on the number of sections passed through on 
flowing from x to g+ (x), etc).
Thus we have shown £ to be a subshift of finite-type.
Remark
By a suitable refinement of the Markov partition 
(induced by a recoding of £) we may assume that £ is given 
by a matrix A.
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5.2 Invariance of boundaries
If we define a set A® = {ij>tx : x e 3s, 0 < t <  2 1
gthen we claim that $rA S AS (for all r > 0) (c.f. [2 ] , p. 439)
For x € T ^  choose  ^,xn f. int T± n H_1 int Tj with
x ■* x. Then A(i,j) = n 1 and x <• T ± n H_1Tj. Thus
HWU (x,T.) = Wu (Hx,Tj) . If Hx l 3S then WU (Hx,T;.) is a 
neighbourhood of Hx in Ws (Hx) n A. Thus Viu (x,Ti) is a
neighbourhood of x in W®(x) n A. This means that x l 9s .
This proves the claim. Similarly A c A (for all r > 0).
5.3 The semi-conjuqacy map------------  +0» _______
We define a map it: t ■* U T^ by 1T(Ts (n)) = n H int Tg n^j.
That this is non-empty follows from the construction of the 
shift-space. Furthermore the intersection consists of a 
single point by expansiveness. It also follows from the 
expansiveness of the flow that n is Lipschitz i.e. If
Ts(n> Tr (n)' |n| < N then d("(Ts(n)>'*(Tr(n)»< ^
(Fixed C > 0, 0 < 9 < 1) (c.f. [21, p. 435).
oo
Because it is one-one on the dense set R - U H (9 U 9 )n=-«°
and it(l) is compact we see that it is surjective.
To construct the suspended function let rt U T^ •* 1R
be the return time for the flow i.e. ^r (xjx “ Hx. Since the 
sections D± and the flow are both C 1 we have r is Lipschitz on 
t l n H~ 1 Tj £ d1.
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Since Ti: £ -*• U T. is also Lipschitz, so is the composition
i 1
f = riil -*• 1R+.
We define the suspension space
£f = { (x,t) € L x ] R + s O < t <  f (x) }
and identify (x,f(x)) and (ox,0). We define a flow on £f 
by o^(x,s) = (x,t + s) with identifications. We can extend n
to ir:£f A where n(x,t) = tt(x ,0).
Recalling the constructions we see tto^  = 4 > ( c . f .  12], 
p. 436) .
Remark
Since it is one-one on a dense set and <|>t is transitive 
it follows that is also transitive. In consequence 
osl •* £ is transitive.
5.4 The semi-conjugacy map is bounded-one
We shall now show it is bounded-one on £ .  If£ i s a  
shift on ¿-symbols then we show it 1 (x) contains at most l 
sequences (c.f. [6 ], p. 14). Choose N large that for
{x1} « n- 1 (x) the strings (x^,..., xjjj) differ. With
— 1 2 — 1Card tt (x) > l + 1  there exists x, jr € tt (x) with
*0 ■ y0 and XN ■ yN-
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N N
Choose u € n H n int T(x ) and v 6 ft H n int T(y ) and 
n= 0 n h= 0 n
since T(x q) = T(y0> then z =(XXu,v> € int T(Xy). Since
z € WS (u,T(x_)) then Hnz e int T(x ). Since the orbits of u n
u and v lie close to that of z we may replace u,v,z by
HNu , HNv and IINz =(X<HNu, HNv>. This gives that Hnz € int T(y ).
n
Thus x = y  0 < n < N. This contradicts x  ^y.
Remark
Since ■* A is, by extension, bounded-one we have
h(<*>) = h(of) [7] .
Theorem (Bowen) [2]
Let 4>tsA -*■ A be a Axiom A flow restricted to a 
basic set. There exists a flow -► where Z is a
transitive subshift of finite type and f:£ -* 3R+ is Lipschitz.
Furthermore there exists a continuous, surjective, 
bounded-one map v i Z * ■* A such that 4>^ tt = iro^ .
5.5 Asymptotic comparisons of closed orbits
We want to show that asymptotically counting closed 
is the same for both flows.
Let v,(t) be the number of closed orbits for # of length 4>
less than t. We want to strengthen the following result:
-25-
Proposition (Bowen) [4]
For an Axiom A flow h(4>) = lim ■£ 1°9
The number of orbits on Z = {xsCard it-1 (x) = U  grows 
at a faster rate than on A-Z:
S  VIIf x n  and 4> x = x then x € A U A . 
c 0
Furthermore since AS is closed, ^-invariant (t > 0), 
and strictly contained in A then h($t lAs) < h(4>) - e, say.
The number of closed orbits on AS grows at a rate 
bounded by the entropy (Bowen and Walters) [8], i.e.
Tim 1/t log v | (t) < h(4>) - e.
I a s
Similarly for v (t) .
Au
Z,
Thus we conclude that v^tt) ^ v$|z^ *
We can use a similar argument for 0f by 
A®, AU by tt“1Z, iT V ,  tt' V  to show that
replacing
V f(t) 'v' v f| _i •or o11 it z
Conclusion: v^(t) ^ v ^ U )  = v ^ ^ ^ ^ l t )  - V gfM
asymptotically v^(t) and v^f(t) are the same (up to
0 (e~etV .(t)).). (c.f. 1 2 ] ,  p. 453).<P
and
- 2 6 -
§6 . MANNING’S LEMMA
We now show explicitly the connection between closed 
orbits in A and ([2 ] §5).
6 .1 Preimaqes of the semi-conjugacy
Let t c A be a chosen closed orbit of length A(i).
Let x € t be a point on the orbit which does not lie on a 
rectangle.
Let Card it 1 (x) = N and it 1 (x) = {(x*,ti)}.
In some sense, x lies 'between' the rectangles T(Xg) and 
T(x*) (i = 1,...,N) and x € T(Xq )+ = {(z,t):z € T(Xg), 0 < t < f(z)}. 
We claim that the {T(Xq )} are distinct. This is because
if xi = x^ and onx1  = x1? omx^ = x^ then x^ By„ 0 ” — - ' w - - ---  "nm nm'
a previous argument it follows that the intervening terms
This contradiction givesare identical and so x 1 = x3
x 0 * xo-
What may happen is that (x^t*) need not have period 
\(t ), but period mA(t) instead (1 < m <  N).
To show how this occurs fix a choice of initial rectangle 
T(Xq ). Following the orbit of 4>tx gives a string of rectangles 
T (Xq ) , T(x*), T (x^ T (x^ ) . When <J>tx returns to<J>x(T)x = x
we may find that T(x*) = T(x^) i T(xjij).
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Sinfcse the {xj>} are distinct the action of T, permutes 
the (x^,t^) and consequently induces a permutation of the
{T(Xq )}.
-28-
6 .2 Construction of a new shift-space
To over-come the above problems we construct a new 
shift-space whose elements are essentially sets of rectangles. 
Thus because this set is unordered it is oblivious to such 
permutations.
We want to clump together the T(x^)'s. Assume 
T € {T(Xq )} is the furthest advanced in the flow direction.
We introduce the new symbol ({T(Xg)},T).
If we follow $tx (as t increases) it soon transverses a 
rectangle S, say. Thus when dealing with $fcx, instead of x, 
it lies in a new set S+ where S has been added to 
(T(Xq )} at the expense of R , say. Here ♦fcx leaves R to 
enter S* and so A (R,S) = 1. Furthermore, S instantly becomes 
the rectangle most advanced in the flow direction.
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We represent this information as follows:
({T(Xq)},T) e t({S1},S) s S € {S1}, Bx € S, e > 0 
s.t. <t’[0 ,c]X E (sl)+ f°r 6aCh L) 
and introduce a matrix for this (finite) set of symbols:
A (n )({SA},S» <Ti},T) = 1
«_► {s 1 } and {T1} differ only in the change of one
rectangle S’ •* T, where A(S’,T) = 1.
We can now use A (N) to construct a new shift space
r ( N ) ’ We nOW  c o n s t r u c t  a  m a p  1T( N ) 8 E ( N )  A '
Let <(T^},Tn)nex € E (n). Consider how TQ evolves
under the changes
... ---> {Tj> ---> {T*} ---> {T*} ---> ...
*  +00This defines a sequence in £ of the form <Tj(n)'n=_oo
where Tj(Q) = T 0 ’ Further by the definition of A jN j we have
(T. . _ € £. We may then define' j(n) nei
*(N)({Ti}'Tn>n€X " w(Tj(n))n€* F T0 E A*
Having defined n (N) « E (N) - A we wish to extend it 
to * (N) : - A for an appropriate f (N) « E(N) - *  •
Let tQ be the flow time satisfying
V -
In fact tQ is a flow time between points on rectangles
Tq and T.j, in A. 
We define f (N) (N) 'O’
Because of the way in which n , f h a v e  been(fj) (N) (N)
constructed it, . o . = d>.Tr is always satisfied i.e,<N) t vt (N)
semi-conjugates the flows
(N)
(N) (M)(N) r (N?> and V A
The very incentive for this construction was that
now it 1 (x) consists of the single point ({T(x2)},T).(N> 0
Furthermore because (T(Xg)} is insensitive to the
permutations induced by it follows that this single
point has period X(t ) under a .
6 .3 Construction of other shift spaces
Unfortunately, as x varies then Card tt 1 (x) is prone 
to change. To accommodate these variations in the number 
of elements in n ^(x) we must introduce more shift-spaces. 
We first of all partition the finite set (T(x^)} e.g.
(T(xjj)} » {T1} U {Tj)U ... U {Tk}
(where {T1} n {T^ } » $, etc.)
Let tQ be the flow time satisfying
V<N.«TJ>'V ' ‘ T,'-
In fact tQ is a flow time between points on rectangles
Tq and T1, in A. 
We define f b* f (N)(tTÎ;)'Tn» “ V(N) * (N)
Because of the way in which v ,£,„■,f have been(W) UM) (N)
constructed tt , . a.*N* = *. tt is always satisfied i.e.(N) t *t (N)
semi-conjugates the flows
(N
(N) (M)(N) and *t,A A*
The very incentive for this construction was that
now n 1 (x) consists of the single point ({T (xj!) } ,T) .(N) 0
Furthermore because (T(Xg)} is insensitive to the
permutations induced by it follows that this single
f (n )point has period X(t ) under o .
6 .3 Construction of other shift spaces
-1Unfortunately, as x varies then Card it ’ (x) is prone 
to change. To accommodate these variations in the number 
of elements in u- 1 (x) we must introduce more shift-spaces. 
We first of all partition the finite set (T(xjj)} e.g.
{T (Xq )} - {T1} U {T^}U . 
(where {T^} n {T^} » <j>, etc.)
U {Tk}
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Next we form n-tuples whose terms are elements from 
the partition
i.e. we introduce ({T^}, {T3 },...,{Tk};T)
and again we emphasize the most advanced rectangle in the 
flow, T.
Remark
In the case of a 1-tuple we get ({Ti}jT) which is 
precisely the sort of symbol used in the previous sub-section.
To keep track of these partitions we introduce notation 
for indices:
Let i^ = (r1 ,...,rn> € and write A (i-) = n. Here
ri = Card {T1}} r2 = Card {T3}, etc.
By analogy with the case for we want to construct
a shift space £.. We want sequences in to take the
form ({T^ "} , . . . , {Tk } ;T ). Here, as usual, T € {T*} U ... U {T^} n n n n n n
is the leading rectangle.
The admissibility condition for a sequence in is 
that for
<iTi>.... iTm}'Tm> _> (lTm+ 1 } '{Tm+ 1 },Tm+ 1 1
all the n-tuples are the same, except one. Furthermore, in 
the entry that changes e.g. {T^} — > {T^+.|} then exactly one 
rectangle T € { }  is replaced by a new rectangle R, say, 
satisfying A(T, R) = 1.
Remark
We see that these admissibility conditions are simply 
a generalisation of those for E ^ .
By analogy with the case for i = (N) we may define
+ f t fif ^ : E^ — > 3R and tt^ sE^ — — > A satisfying tt^  ot_ =
If ({T*},.. ., {T*} ?Tn;t) € tt~ 1 (x) then in order that
d. kthis point has period A(t ) we need that ({Tq },.••,{TQ } )
coincides with the cycles in the permutation of (T(Xq )} 
funder oX (t )
6 .4 The counting lemma
Assume i = (r*,...,r) and denote i (i) = n and
r = r, + ... + r_. l n
We define N(t,$) to be the number of ((»-closed orbits 
(primitive orbits) of length t in A. Similarly, let 
N (t,o — ) be the number of o^—-closed orbits in E — .
Theoreip (Bowen, after Manning ([2], p. 449)) •
N (t, <j>) = E (-1 ) *• <A> + 1 N (t, CJf— ) 
i
We need only consider a particular t c A, and then only 
a single point x on this orbit. (This is because Card it 1 (x ) 
is constant on orbits).
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Thus we only need to show
1 = 1 (-1)*^— ^+1 Card {(O € tt^ îx) s = w).
We have already noticed that for w to have period A(t ) 
i kwe need ({TQ {TQ}) to correspond to cycles in the
of. . permutation of (T(x»)}. If this is satisfied where i X ( t ) 0 f , —r i fhas r < N then we may compare 1^— with M-y where i* is
given by i* = (r.,r_,...,rn »N-r). The periodic orbit in
f i f i*has a corresponding closed orbit in M-y . However
since Mi*) = Mi) + 1 their contributions to N (A (t),<)>)
will cancel in the above theorem.
The only periodic orbit saved from this cancellation
— 1 f(n )is the single orbit of period A(t ) in tt (x ) «=  ^ •
This is the closed orbit we considered in the preceding 
sub-section. This concludes the proof.
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